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This is a synopsis of some of the laws that affect a great many people. For further clarification of
these laws please refer the State of New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated as indicated.
DOGS - Pursuant to RSA 466:1-7, if your dog is over 4 months old you are required to license
it by APRIL 30 of each year. Proof of rabies vaccination and spaying or neutering is required
at the time of licensing. Licenses may be obtained at the Town Clerk Office.
REGISTERING TO VOTE & ABSENTEE BALLOTS - If you have established permanent
domicile in the Tovi/n of Hill, are a United States Citizen and are 18 years of age or older you
have the right to register to vote. Voter registration forms are available at the Town Clerk
Office or the Town of Hill website at www.townofhillnh.org. You may also register to vote at
the polls during Election Day. You must show a picture identification or driver's license at the
time of registering.
If you are a legally registered voter for the Town of Hill you may request an absentee ballot for
any elections. If you will be out of Town, disabled or unable to get to the polls for voting on the
day of elections, you may apply for an absentee ballot. Ballots are obtained at the Town Clerk
Office or the Town of Hill website at www.townofhillnh.org.
TAX BILLS - All real estate property taxes are assessed on April 1"' of each year. The tax
year is April 1*' through March 31^'. The first billing of each year (June) is calculated at 50%
of the previous year tax rate. The tax rate is set prior to the second billing of each year
(November) by the State of NH, Department of Revenue.
The taxpayer may. by March 1^' following the date of notice of the tax and not afterwards,
apply in writing to the Board of Selectmen for an abatement of the assessed tax as provided
under RSA 76:16.
If you are elderly, disabled, blind, a veteran or a veteran's spouse, or are unable to pay taxes
due to poverty or other good cause, you may be eligible for a tax exemption, credit, abatement
or deferral. You must apply prior to April 15"^ to be considered for the next tax cycle. For
details and application information contact the Board of Selectmen.
Real estate tax payments will be applied first to the oldest delinquent real estate taxes (if any)
for the indicated property. Payment of a current bill does not prevent collection of previous
unpaid taxes, nor does an error in the name of the person(s) taxed prevent collection. If
payment is made by check or money order, it is not considered paid until the check or money
order is cleared by the bank. A $35 fee will be assessed for any checks returned by the bank
for any reason.
If you are not the present owner of the property and you received a bill still in your name,
please forward to the proper owner. The Board of Selectmen direct the Tax Collector to issue
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bills to the last know reported owner of the property and the last known address. Any real
estate property sales issued in the current month will not be recorded with the Board of
Selectmen until the middle of the following month. All address changes should be directed to
the Board of Selectmen.
PROPERTY TAX ABATEMENTS - Municipalities may abate taxes "for good cause shown."
RSA 76:16. Good cause is generally established by showing an error in the assessment
calculation or a disproportionate assessment Good cause can also be established by
showing poverty and inability to pay the tax.
The taxpayer has the burden to show how an assessment was disproportionate. To carry this
burden, the tax must show what the property was worth (market value) on the assessment
date and the property's "equalized assessment" exceeded the property's market value.
Because the property's market value is a crucial issue, taxpayers must have an opinion
determined of the market value. This opinion can be shown by obtaining an appraisal or
presenting sales of comparable properties.
The taxpayer must state with specificity all the reasons supporting your abatement application.
Generally, specificity requires the taxpayer to present material on the following (all may not
apply): 1. physical data - incorrect description or measurement of property; 2. market data -
the property's market value on April 1, supported by comparable sales or a professional
opinion of value; 3. level of assessment - the property's assessment is disproportionate by
comparing the property's market value and the town-wide level of assessment.
If claiming poverty or inability to pay, state in detail why abatement of taxes is appropriate as
opposed to some other relief such as relocation, refinancing or obtaining some alternative
public assistance.
Abatement applications must be filed with the Board of Selectmen by March 1.
Municipalities have until July 1 to grant or deny the abatement application. Taxpayer's may file
an appeal either at the Board of Tax and Land Appeals or in the superior court, but not both.
TIMBER YIELD TAX (RSA 79) - Timber is considered to be real estate, therefore taxable.
Timber is only taxed at the time it is cut and at a rate, which encourages the growing of timber.
In order for the Town to be aware of cutting operations the owner of the property must notify
them of cutting by filing an Intent to Cut. Timber tax is assessed upon the receipt of the Report
of Wood Cut. which must be filed with the Town within 60 days of completion of cutting. Fines
for non-compliance may be assessed. The DRA and Division of Forest & Lands have authority
to issue a cease and desist for any cutting operation not in compliance with RSA 79.
The following are the only exceptions to taxation. No Intent to Cut is required and timber is not
taxable for these items:
1
.
1 MBF saw logs and 20 cords fuel wood for personal use.
2. 10 MBF saw logs and 20 cords of wood for land conversion purposes when all
permits for the conversion have been received.
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3. Shade and ornamental trees, usually considered to be trees within striking
distance of a building.
4. Christmas trees, fmit trees, and nursery stock and short rotation tree fiber.
5. Any amount of firewood for maple syrup production.
6. Government and utilities not selling the wood.
CURRENT USE (RSA 79-A) - The purpose of Current Use is to preserve open space - a
property tax strategy to help landowners keep their open space undeveloped. Land is
assessed at its present use rather than its highest potential use. Current Use does not require
land to be open to public use.
Parcels must be at least 10 acres in size or bring in $2500 in annual agriculture or horticultural
products if classified as Farm land. Parcels can be sold with no penalty. It remains in current
use regardless of who owns it. No "buy out" provision exist. Once the land is accepted, it is
intended to be in forever. Current Use applications must be submitted to the Board of
Selectmen by April 15"^ with a fee of $21.41 to have their parcel so classified. Upon approval,
applications are recorded at the Merrimack County Registry of Deeds.
Current Use assessment ranges include farm land, forestland, unproductive land and
wetlands. A 20% additional recreation adjustment is available for allowing certain recreation
activities on the land.
If the parcel's use physically changes or the changes create a parcel of less than 1 acres in
size, a penalty of 10% of the full and true market value of the changed portion is assessed at
the time of change. Only the acres changed are assessed, the remainder stays in current use.
For more information contact DRA - Community Services Division located at 57 Regional
Dhve, Concord, NH or by calling (603)271-2687 or at www.state.nh.us/revenue/currentuse .
B TOWN OF HILL
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TOWNOFHHvL, NH
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the I own oil lill in the Count) oi Merrimack, in said State, qualilied to \otc in
Town alVairs:
You are hereby notilled to meet at the Hill Publie Library, located at 30 Crescent Street in .said Hill on
l ucsday. the ^th day oI'March 2010 al 1 1 :00.'\M to vote on the following subjects:
ARTKTJC 1: I'o choose all necessary Town officials for the ensuing yeiir.
NOTE: By law, the meeting must open before the voting starts. Therefore, the meeting and the polls
will be open at 1 1 :00AM for the consideration of Article 1 . At noon, the meeting will recess but the
polls shall reiTiain open and shall not close until 7:00PM.
the meeting will reconvene at the Jennie D. Blake lilemcntaty School on fhursday, March 11, 2010 al
7:00PM to act on the remaining articles of this warrant.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the I'ollowing sums for the general
municipal operations, exclusive of individual and special warrant articles:
Approp. Selectmen Budget Committee
2009 2010 2010
Hxeeutive $41,750 S4 1,750 $41,750
Town Clerk $43,708 545,303 $44,770
fa.\ Collector $4,855 $4,758 $4,758
Reval of Property $12,970 $13,170 $12,295
Legal E.\penses $5,000 $5,000 $5,000
Personnel Admin. $15,500 $18,190 $18,190
Planning & Zoning $4,450 $4,450 $4,450
Gen. Govt. Bldg. $26,384 $26,384 $26,384
Cemeteries $2,300 $2,300 $2,300
Insunince $12,650 $13,350 $13,350
Police $64,000 $69,038 $64,568
/Vrnbulanee $17,931 $27,430 $27,430
Fire $49,645 $48,393 $48,393
Emergency MiUiagemenl $1,475 $1,475 $1,475
Highways & Streets $255,902 $286,192 $286,192
Street Lighting $3,600 $3,600 $3,600
Recon. of Highways $46,829 $49,062 .$49,062
Solid Waste Disposal $75,477 $82,105 $82,105
Water Services S123.532 $134,700 $134,700




Parks & Recreation $4,238 $3,588 $3,588
Library $28,000 $30,114 $28,000
Patriotic Purposes S800 $800 $800
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Conservation $175 $175 $175
Int. on Tax Anticipation Notes $1,000 $1,000 $1,000
TOTAL OPERATING $851,209 $921,365 $913,373
BUDGET:
.ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $84,000 to be
deposited into the following capital resen'e funds, as indicated. (Recommended by the Selectmen and
Budget Committee)
Building Improvements: $10,000
Fire Heavy Equipment: $10,000
Highway Heavy Equipment $30,000
Pol ice Heavy Equipment $2,000
Revaluation of Properties $10,000
Road Improvements $20,000
Transfer Station Improvements $ 1 ,000
Wellhead Protection Area $1,000
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sura of $100,000 for the
purchase of a new Cab & Chassis for the Highway Dept. iind authorize the withdrawal of $100,000
from tlie Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose. fRccommended
by the Selectmen and Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of
RSA 35:1 for the purpose of Gravel Crushing and to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be
placed in this fund and further to name the Selectmen as agents to expend. (Recommended by the
Selectmen and Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 6; To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the surn of $46,829 to be added to
the Road Improvement Capital Reserve Fund previously established. This sum to come from the
unreserved fund balance (surjilus) and no amount to be raised from taxation. (Recommended by the
Selectmen and Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 7: To sec if the Town will vote to appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend
from the Road Improvement Capital Reserve Fund and the Building Improvement C-apital Reserv'e
Fund previously established.
ARTICLE 8: 'fo see if the Tow'n will vote to raise and appropriate the sura of $10,000 to hire an
independent consultant to assess the flood control land in the old village. (Recommended by the
Selectmen. Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 9: (Submitted by Petition) To see if the 'fown will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fimd under the provisions ofRSA 35:1 for tlie purpose of Archival Preservation &. Storage ofTown
Documents and Materials; to raise and appropiiate $500 (five lumdred dollars) to be placed in diis fund
and appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents to e.xpend from this fimd. (Majorit)' Vote Required)
(Recommended by Selectmen and Budget Committee)
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ARTICLE 10: I'o sec if the Town will vote to withdraw $13,505 from the Edwin W. Fcrrin Memorial
Trust as per the trust document to be deposited in the General Fund to offset the General Government
Expenses.
ARTICLE 11: (Submitted by Petition) To see if the Town will vote to approve the following
resolution to be forwarded to our State Representative(s), out Slate Senator, the Speaker of the House
and the Senate President.
Resolved: The citizens of New Hampshire should be allowed lo vote on an amendment to the New
Hampshire Constitution that defines "mjuriage".
Given under our hands and seal this 16" day of February in the year of our Lord two thousand ten.
J. Michael Brady, Chairman Mark Dow ' John Lynch
Boardof Selectmen,
TovraofHilLNH
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN
WITH A MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
MillOF:
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
ApptDpriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , otjQ IO to December 31 , r->?_f)IO
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles in the appropriate
recommended and not recommended area. All proposed appropriations must be on this form.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this tiudget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must t>e posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the address below within 20 days after the meeting.
This form was posted with the warrant on (Date): .^ I j '^ I iO
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign in ink.
UfKter penalUes of peQury. I dnclaro thai I have examined the informallon conlalned tn this form ah<J lo U*ffl bcsl of niy belief A te Inje. <
ui // -^
k ^ X .fv^ ±i
s
K> tlxi ^ > a is consel andi
'^auA
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WIT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Prior Year Ensulnfl Yeai
3120 Land Use Change Taxes. Gonuriil Fund 1.500 1.S00.O0 10.000
3180 Rosidonl Taxes
3185 Timber Taxo;; 9,600 9.541.31 10,000
3186 Pnymont in Lieu of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes 183.95
3100 Intcront & Pon.iltios on Doljnquent Taxes 25.500 26,088.32 15.000
Invrntorv Penalties
3187 Excavation Tax (5.02 ccfila per cu yd) 500 521.46 1.600
LICENSES. PERMITS & PEES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3210 Business License- & Pemrtr; 3,250 4,137.50 6,000
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 150.000 150,027.07 150,000
3230 Building Permits
3290 OUier Licenses. Permits & Foes 4,000 4,110.00 5,100
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 2.1B6 0.00
FROM STATE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3351 Shared Revenues 0.00 4,800
3352 Meals & Rooms T.ix Distribution 48,557 48,566.54 36,000
3353 Highway Block Grant 46,829 46,829.00 49,062
3354 Water Pollution Grant
3355 Housing & Community Development
335C State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement 2,563 4,748.01 4,700
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement 32,262 32.2S1.98 32.300
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) 1,092,000 1.092,000.00
3379 FROM OTHLH COVbKNMENVS 136,500 136,500.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3401-3406 income from Departments 1,100 1.190.81 1.000
3409 Other Charges 1,000 3,578.80 1.000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES XKXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3501 Sale of Municipal Propcr^/ 4,912.62
3502 Interest on Investments
3503-3509 Other 6.S00 10.332.28 8,000
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN xxxxxxxxx XXXXK.VXXX xxxxxxxxx
;oi2 From Special Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Projects Funds
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TOWN OF HILL, NH
l^o Balance Sheet





6576 • INVESTMENT ACCOUNT (NH PDIP) 7,958.29
6775 • CHECKING (Checking) 38,760.44
Total Checking/Savings 46,718.73
Accounts Receivable
1200 • Accounts Receivable 5,150.21
Total Accounts Receivable 5,150.21
Other Current Assets
1499 • Undeposited Funds (34.00)
Total Other Current Assets (34.00)






•Prior period payroll liabiliti (198.92)
2100 Payroll Liabilities (Payroll Liabilities)
2110 • Federal Withholding (Federal Withholding) 15,637.00
2120-FiCA(FICA)
2122 -Company (Company FICA) 10,935.77
21 24 • Employee (Employee FICA) 10,956.79
Total 2120 -FICA (FICA) 21,892.56
2140 • Medicare (Medicare)
2142 Company (Company Medicare)
2144 • Employee (Employee Medicare)
Total 2140 • Medicare (Medicare)
2150 Retirement Plan
2152 Company
Total 2150 • Retirement Plan
2100 • Payroll Liabilities (Payroll Liabilities) - Other
Total 2100 • Payroll Liabilities (Payroll Liabilities)




3900 • Retained Earnings 171,278.57
Net Income (174,935.02)
Total Equity (3,656.45)
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TOWN OF HILL, NH
INCOME & EXPENSE REPORT
January through December 2009




3106 - 08 PROPERTY TAXES
3107 - 09 PROPERTY TAXES
3108-10 • PROPERTY TAXES
3111 • Prepaid Taxes
3112 • Redeemed Taxes
3120 YIELD TAXES
3125 GRAVEL TAX
3130 CURRENT USE CHANGE TAX
3170 • WllSC RECEIVED
3190 • INT.& PENALTIES
3191 Property Tax Interest
3193 • Cost
3194 Redeemed Interest
Total 3190 • INT.& PENALTIES
Total 3100 • TAXES
3200 • TOWN CLERK FEES
MV PERMIT F^ES
3204 MV & BOAT FEES
3205 • MV Permit
3206 Title Fees




















3207 • UCC Filings
3209 • Misc. Permit Fees
3210 Hunting & Fishing Licenses
3220 OHRV REGISTRATIONS
3230 Boat Registrations










3290- OTHER TC FEES




3296 • Notary Fees
3297 From Waterworks
Total 3290 OTHER TC FEES
3300 MISC Lie, PERMITS
BLD PERMIT FEES
3320 • Building Permits
3350 Driveway Permits
Total BLD PERMIT FEES
XFER STATION FEES
3310 • Appliance Permits
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TOWN OF HILL, NH
INCOME & EXPENSE REPORT
January through December 2009
Jan - Dec 09
3316 -Tires 260.00
3317 • Electronics Recycling 427.00
Total XFER STATION FEES 3,727.50
Total 3300 • IVIISC Lie, PERMITS 4,137.50
3400 • MISC FEES COLLECTED
3460 • Misc Reimbursements/Fees 3,421.30
3470 -COPIES 157.50
Total 3400 MISC FEES COLLECTED 3,578.80
3500 - INCOME FROM DEPTS.
3520 • Police Income 403.00
3530 Planning / Zoning Brds 787 81
Total 3500 - INCOME FROM DEPTS. 1,190 81
3600 • MISC REVENUE
3610-Saleof Town Property 4,912.62
3615 - Recycling Revenue
Scrap Metal Recycling 850.26
3615 - Recycling Revenue - Other 1,204.92
Total 3615 - Recycling Revenue 2,055.18
3630 - Inv Account Interest 24.59
3635 - General Fund Interest 3,072.84
3640 - Insurance Dividend 975.00
Total 3600 • MISC REVENUE 1 1 ,040.23
3700 • OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
3710 • FROM FERRIN FUND 19,354.00
3713 -FROM CAPITAL RESERVE 109,358.20
3714 -WATER SERVICES 4,191.13
Total 3700 • OPERATING TRANSFERS IN 132,903.33
3800 • FROM OTHER GOVT. 1 ,242.40
3820 • FROM STATE
3822 • HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT 46,828 89
3823 • ROOMS & MEALS 48,556.54
3824 • ST.FED.FOREST LAND REIMS. 4,748.01
3825 FLOOD CONTROL REIMBURSEMENT 32,251 .98
3826 - BOROUGH RD. BRIDGE 9,939.20
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TOWN OF HILL, NH
INCOME & EXPENSE REPORT
January through December 2009





Telephone & Services 869.05
Travel & Workshops 46.00
Treasurer Account Fees 132.15
Wages - Admin Assistant 12,306.75
Wages - Selectmen 6,000.00
Wages - Treasurer 1,000,00
Wages - Trust Fund Trustees 750.00
Total 4130 EXECUTIVE 39,573.55
4140 ELEC.REG.&VITL ST(TWN CLK)
Computer Sftware Support & Exp 717.00
Dues 20.00
Election Expenses 87.29






Wages - Deputy Town Clerk 6,200.53
Wages - Election 578.50
Wages - Town Cik/Tax Coll. 27,136.16'
Workshops & Education 288.00
Total 4140 ELEC.REG.&VITL ST(TWN CLK) 41,049.37
4150 FIN. ADMIN. - TAX COLL





Tax Collector Exp. 720.08
Workshops & Education 514.70
Total 4150 FIN. ADMIN. - TAX COLL 4,723.89




Total 4152 REVALUATION OF PROP. 37,601.00
4153 LEGAL EXPENSES 3,064.24
4155 PERSONNEL ADMIN.
Retirement Savings Plan 7,025.95
Unemployment Ins. 478.92
Workers' Comp 9,330.81
Total 4155 PERSONNEL ADMIN. 16,835.68
4191 PLANNING & ZONING
Advertising 481.25
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TOWN OF HILL, NH
INCOME & EXPENSE REPORT
January through December 2009
Assistant Wages
Legal
Total 4191 PLANNING & ZONING
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TOWN OF HILL, NH
INCOME & EXPENSE REPORT
January through December 2009








Wages - Fire Dept 8,283,51
Water 1,033.00
Total 4220 FIRE 49,345.94
4290 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Equipment 1,179.89
Total 4290 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 1,179.89
Total 4200 PUBLIC SAFETY 126,717.92
4310 HIGHWAYS & STREETS
























Wages - Highway 113,780.90
Water 533.00
Workshop Training 139.60
Total 4312 HIGHWAYS & STREETS 241,791.30
4316 -STREET LIGHTING 3,631.52
Total 431 HIGHWAYS & STREETS 245,422.82
4320 SANITATION
4324 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Bathroom Facility Rental 960.00
Concord Regional Solid Waste 21 ,573.00
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TOWN OF HILL, NH
INCOME & EXPENSE REPORT
January through December 2009
Jan - Dec 09
Construction & Demolition 12,949.67
Dues 1,041.00
Electricity 1,400.68
Hazardous Waste Collection 605.00





Trucking - Compactor 12,470.00
Wages - Solid Waste Disp. 11,501.55
Total 4324 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL 77,358.64
Total 4320 SANITATION 77,358.64
4332 WATER SERVICES
Payroll Taxes 271 -.57
Wages - Water Commissioner 2,075.00
Wages - Secretary 1 ,004.51
Wages - Treasurer 670.00
4332 WATER SERVICES - Other 559.34
Total 4332 WATER SERVICES 4,580.42
4410 HEALTH
4415 HEALTH AGENCIES & HOSP.
Community Action 1,901.00
VNA 2,138.00
Total 4415 HEALTH AGENCIES & HOSP. 4,039.00
Total 4410 HEALTH 4,039.00
4440 WELFARE 3,886.37
4500 CULTURE & RECREATION
4520 PARKS & RECREATION
Athletic Leagues 620.45
Equipment Rental 630.00
Tapply Thompson Community Cntr. 2,613.00





Total 4583 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES 346.62
Total 4500 CULTURE & RECREATION 32,210.07
4900 CAPITAL OUTLAY
4902 MACH, VEH & EQUIPMENT
CRUISER 26,858.20
FIRE TRUCK 95,967.00
Total 4902 MACH, VEH & EQUIPMENT 1 22,825.20
4915 TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
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TOWN OF HILL, NH
INCOME & EXPENSE REPORT
January through December 2009
Jan - Dec 09
Fire Heavy Equipment 20,000.00
Highway Heavy Equipment 20,000.00
Police Heavy Equipment 2,000.00
Reval of Properties 5,000.00
Road Improvements 42,500.00
Transfer Station Improvements 1,000.00
Wellhead Protection Area 1,000,00
Total 4915 TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS 91,500.00
4909 BOROUGH RD. BRIDGE PROJECT 26,094.90
Total 4900 CAPITAL OUTLAY 240,420.10
Total Expense 916,106.77





Total OFFSETTING EXP REIMBURSEMENTS 23,586.64
5000 • STATE OF NH FEES REC'D
5001 • DOG STATE (2.00) 240 00
5002 DOG STATE (.50) 62.00
5003 • VS STATE FEES 46.00
Total 5000 • STATE OF NH FEES REC'D 348.00
Total Other Income 23,934.64
Other Expense
6000 School Appropriation
General Fund Pmts.(Jul-Dec) 561,707.00
State Ed. Tax (Jan-Jun) 256,321 .00
Total 6000 School Appropriation , 818,028 00
7000 County Taxes (to Merrimack County) 287,964.00
Miscellaneous Payroll
Library payroll taxes - PICA 1 ,340.91
Library Payroll taxes - MCARE 31 3.60
Library Wages 21,627.63
Total Miscellaneous Payroll 23,282.14
MOTOR VEHICLE REFUNDS 451 .00
PRIOR YEAR DOGS 297.50
Property Tax Refunds/Abatements 9,399.38
Total Other Expense 1,139,422.02
Net Other Income (1,115,487.38)
let Income (179,214.73)
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TOWN OF HILL, NH (TREAS)
TREASURER'S REPORT




3106 08 PROPERTY TAXES
3107 • 2009 PROPERTY TAXES





3130 - CURRENT USE CHG TAX
3170 -MISC RECEIVED
3190- INT & COST
3191 PROPERTY TX INTEREST
3193 - COST
3194 REDEEMED LN INTEREST
Total 3190 - INT & COST
3200 • FEES
3201 - COPIES
3203 - DUMP PERMITS
3204 - MV FEES
3205 - MV PERMITS
3206 - TITLE FEES
3207 - UCC FILINGS
3209 - MISC PERMIT FEES
3210 - HUNTING 8, FISHING LICENSES
3220 OHRV Registrations
3230 • BOAT REGISTRATIONS
Total 3200 - FEES
3290 - OTHER FEES
3292 - DOG FINES
3293 - DOG FEES
3294 - VS FEES
3295 • MISC FEES REC'D
3296 - NOTARY FEES
Total 3290 - OTHER FEES
3297 - water works billing




3316 TIRE DISPOSAL FEES
3317 electronic recycling
Total TRANSFER STATION
3320 - BUILDING PERMITS
3350 - DRIVEWAY PERMITS
3520 - PISTOL PERMITS
Total 3300 - MISC LIC, PERMITS
3400 - MISC FEES COLLECTED
3460 - MISC REIMBURSEMENTS
3470 - COPIES
Total 3400 - MISC FEES COLLECTED
3500 - INCOME FROM DEPTS
3510 LIBRARY WAGES
3530 - PLANNING/ZONING BROS
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TOWN OF HILL, NH (TREAS)
TREASURER'S REPORT
January through December 2009
3600 • MISC REVENUE
3610 SALE OF TOWN PROPERTY
3615 METAL RECYCLING
3630 GENERAL FUND ACCT INTEREST
3640 INSURANCE DIVIDEND
3650 VOIDED CKS/MISC ADJ
Total 3600 • MISC REVENUE
3700 • INTERFUND OPERATING INCOME
3710 FERRIN FUND TRANS
3713 FROM CAP RESERVE
3714- WATER SERVICES
3724 WATER WORKS WAGES
3725 MISC REIMB FROM WATER DEPT
Total 3714 WATER SERVICES
Total 3700 • INTERFUND OPERATING INCOME
3800 • FROM OTHER GOVT
3827 POLICE OR FIRE GRANTS
Total 3800 FROM OTHER GOVT
3820 • FROM STATE
3822 • HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT
3823 • ROOMS & MEALS
3824 • ST FED FOREST LAND
3825 • FLOOD CONTROL REIMB
Total 3820 • FROM STATE
Total Income
Expense
4000 DEDUCTIONS TO CK ACCT
4010 -CHECKS PAID
4020 -CK ACCT FEES





4130 Refund of Dues
Total 4100 OTHER INCOME
4440 • Assistance Re-imbursment
4909 Bridge Re-imbursement
5000 STATE OF NH
5001 • $2.00 DOG FEES
5002 $ .50 DOG FEES
5003 • VS FEES
5004 • HUNTING & FISHING LICENSES.
5005 • OHRV REGISTRATIONS
5000 • STATE OF NH - Other































































Ivlurray Hill Cemetery' $774.61
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FERRIN FUND SUMMARY 31 December, 2009
VALUE VALUE
EARNINGS January 1, 2008 December 31, 2008
UBS $17,244.69 $579,265.38 $647,528.85
FIDELITY $3,013.17 $95,159.42 $113,400.32
TOTAL $20,257.86 $674,424.80 $760,929.17
TWO THIRDS $13,505.24
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REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS OF THE CITY/TOWN OF




NAME OF TRUST FUND

















1 BUNKER HILL CEMETERY
2 1897 Jonathan R. Rowell
Perpetual
Care PDIP / Mutual Fu 1.94 50.00 0.00
3 1953





Fund 4.85 125.00 0.00









Fund 19.42 500.00 0.00




Fund 3.88 100.00 0.00




Fund 3.88 100.00 0.00




Fund 3.88 100.00 0.00




Fund 1.94 50.00 0.00




Fund 1.94 50.00 0.00




Fund 5.83 150.00 0.00











Faid 3.88 100.00 0.00




Fund 19.42 500.00 0.00




Fund 4.35 125.00 0.00
16 2006





Fund 4.85 125.00 0.00









Fund 4.85 125.00 0.00












11 TOTAL 100.00 2,575.00 250.00
22

















0.00 50.00 112.51 1.94 0.54 0.00 113.05 163.05
0.00 125.00 269.05 4.85 1.34 0.00 270.39 395.39
0.00 100.00 60.62 3.88 1.08 0.00 61.70 161.70
0.00 500.00 1.990.07 19.42 5.38 0.00 1,995.45 2,495.45
0.00 100.00 73.08 3.88 1.08 0.00 74.16 174.16
0.00 100.00 94.86 3.88 1.08 0.00 95.94 195.94
0.00 100.00 78.78 3.88 1.08 0.00 79.86 179.36
0.00 50.00 121.53 1.94 0.54 0.00 122.07 172.07
0.00 50.00 120.52 1.94 0.54 0.00 121.06 171.06
0.00 150.00 36.45 5.83 1.61 0.00 38.06 188.06
0.00 150.00 40.41 5.83 1.61 0.00 42.02 192.02
0.00 100.00 82.11 3.88 1.08 0.00 83.19 183.19
0.00 500.00 665.37 19.42 5.38 0.00 670.75 1,170.75
0.00 125.00 -2.93 4.85 1.34 0.00 -1.59 123.41
0.00 125.00 25.10 4.85 1.34 0.00 26.44 151.44
0.00 125.00 25.10 4.85 1.34 0.00 26.44 151.44
0.00 125.00 16.90 4.85 1.34 0.00 18.24 143.24
O.DO 125.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.08 125.08
0.00 125.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.03 125.03
0.00 2,825.00 3,809.53 100.00 27.85 0.00 3,837.38 6,662.38
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REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS OF THE CITY/TOWN OF HILL
Please duplicate these pages if you need additional lines.
Date of
Creation
NAME OF TRUST FUND


















1 MURRAY HILL CEMETERY
2 1924 Abbio Follansbee Casv/ell
Perpetual





Care PDIP 9.35 50.00
4 1953 Dickerson/Ducey
Perpetual
Care PDIP 18.7 100.00
5 1956 Hattie M Page
Perpetual
Care PDIP 43.9 234.52
6 1968 Benjamon Emmons
Perpetual
Care PDIP 18.7 100.00
7 TOTAL 100 534.52
8
9 PLEASANT HILL CEMETERY
10 2/20/1912 Nathan Masson
Perpetual
Care Mirtual Fund 8.6 50.00
11 12/12/1917 Carrie Martin
Perpetual
Care Mutual Fund 8.6 50.00
12 10/3/1927 Ctiarles H. Fox
Perpetual
Care Mutual Fund 17.2 100.00
13 10/15/1927 George M. Collins
Perpetual
Care Mutual Fund 22.6 131.30
14 10/15/1927 Allice M. Willard
Perpetual
Care Mutual Fund 8.6 50.00
15 10/21/1930 Sarah J. Peaslee
Perpetual
Care Mutual Fund 8.6 50.00
16 7/25/1952 Frederick L. Sullivan
Perpetual
Care Mutual Fur^d 8.6 50.00
17 2/11/1960 E.G. Payne
Perpetual
Care Mutual Fund 17.2 100.00

















Dunnfl Year End of Year
% Amount
50.00 21.99 9.354 0.33 22.32 72.32
50.00 21.99 9.354 0.33 22.32 72.32
100.00 44.00 18.709 0.67 44.67 144.67
234.52 104.10 43.874 1.56 105.66 340.18
100.00 44.00 18.709 0.67 44.67 144.67
534.52 236.08 100 3.56 239.64 774.16
50.00 50.87 8.601 0.70 51.57 101.57
50.00 24.50 8.601 0.70 25.20 75.20
100.00 162.43 17.204 1.39 163.82 263.82
131.30 284.15 22.587 1.83 285.98 417.28
50.00 24.50 8.601 0.70 25.20 75.20
50.00 24.50 8.501 0.70 25.20 75.20
50.00 33.18 8.601 0.70 33.88 83.88
100.00 153.67 17.204 1.39 155.06 255.06
581.30 757.80 100 8.10 765.90 1347.20






















1 GENERAL FUND TRUST FUNDS
2 1986 Town of Hill Forest Fires Mutual Fund 580.00 0.00 0.00
3 1991 Town of Hill
Cemetery
Maintenance PDIP 4,328.42 0.00 0.00
Bunker Hill
CareS
Maintenance Mutual Fund 412.79 0.00 0.00
5 Ellon S. Little Fund
Mutual Fund &
CD 1,000.00 0.00 0.00
6 H.H. Bartlett
Perpetual
Care (Currier) Mutual Fund 100.00 0.00 0.00
7 H.C. Bartlett
Hill Center
Church Mutual Fund 100.00 0.00 0.00
8
Town Fur>ds - Cemelary
Perp. Care
Perpetual
Care PDIP 2,125.00 0.00 0.00




Securities 667.74174 2,942.60 88,677.51
10 1975
(jiiman MmDaii uemetety
Lol Maintenance CD 0.00 400.00 0.00
Hill Fund Katsrng
Committee Savings 1187.33 0.00 0.00


























0.00 580.00 460.96 6.30 0.00 467.26 1 ,047.26
0.00 4,328.42 276.14 113.19 0.00 389.33 4,717.75
0.00 412.79 54.87 2.83 0.00 57.70 470.49
0.00 1,000.00 1 .420.36 70.01 0.00 1,490.37 2,490.37
0.00 100.00 24.29 0.76 0.00 25.05 125.05
0.00 100.00 234.15 2.02 0.00 236.17 336.17
0.00 2,125.00 1,135.92 11.29 0.00 1,147.21 3,272.21
0.00 759,36185 .3,687.06 20 25/86 22.371.60 7,567 32 760,929.17
0.00 400.00 4733.23 143.87 0.00 4877.10 5277.10
0.00 1187.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1187.33
0.00 769,595.39 12,020.98 0.00 20.60813 22.371.60 10,257.51 779.852.90
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Date of
Creator!
NAME OF TRUST FUND

















1 CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
2 1987 Highway Equipment PDIP 30.992.19 20,000.00
3 1996 Building Improvement PDIP 3,065.47 0.00
4 1996
Hfe UfepT. Hfe^\/y
Equipment PDIP 62.584.67 25,000.00
5 1996 Police Equipment PDIP 25,335,40 2,000.00
6 1998 Revaluation PDIP 20.678.36 5,000.00
7 2000 Master Plan PDIP 4,710.31 0.00
8 2000 Playground PDIP 1,243.85 0.00
9 2000 Wellhead Protection PDIP 7,036.15 1,000.00
10 2003 Replacement PDIP 72,328.41 95v000.00
11 2003
acnooi uonstr. oaptiai
Reserve POIP 2,515.59 0.00
13 2004 School Heating System PDIP 0.00 0.00
14 2004 Special Education PDIP 12.500.00 0.00
15 2005 Road Improvements PDIP 124,409.00 42,500^00
16 Improvements PDIP 5000.00 5000.00
















Income During Year j
Expended Balance at
During Year End of Year
7c, Amount
0.00 50,992.19 9,317.14 194.15 9,511.29 60,503.48
0.00 3,065.47 542.61 11.91 554.52 3,619.99
82,500.00 5,084.67 5,938.84 289.34 6,228.18 11.312.85
26,858.20 477.20 3,086.38 97.36 3,183.74 3,660.94
0.00 25,678.36 1,285.55 88.11 1,373.66 27,052.02
4,671.02 39.29 -4,671 .02 4,671.02 0.00 0,00 39.29
0.00 1,243.85 212.99 4.32 217.31 1,461.16
0.00 8,036.15 910.04 29.08 939.12 8,975.27
0.00 167,328.41 6,885.61 548.46 7,434.07 174,762.48
0.00 2,515.59 431 .56 9.32 440.88 2,956.47
0.00 0.00 362.68 0.36 363.04 363,04
0.00 12,500.00 1,249.77 45.55 1 ,295.32 13,795.32
0.00 166,909.00 5,468.40 537.83 6,006.23 172,915.23
0.00 10000.00 114.13 31.54 145.67 10145.67
114,029.22 453,870.18 31,134.68 6,558.35 0.00 37,693.03 491,563.21
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TAX COLLECTOR/TOWN CLERK NARRATIVE
The country as a whole is in a very difficult economic time right now. The Town Clerk/Tax Collector
office has seen a result of the struggling economy by a decrease of motor vehicle revenue and fewer
registrations processed. Most residents are only registering what is absolutely necessary and letting
others wait. With this struggling economy, always remember that partial tax payments for property
taxes are absolutely acceptable and highly encouraged. Regularly made payments helps reduce the
amount of interest accrued on your account, therefore, costing you less.
Due to the fact that the Town Clerk/Tax Collector position is a part-time position the office does have
limited public hours. I recognize the difficulty to some residents for being able to get to the office
especially if any changes occur in the hours. On-line motor vehicle registrations are available by using
a credit card and services are always available by appointment and through the mail. By contacting the
office, arrangements can usually be made to accommodate any special needs. Do not hesitate to call
for assistance and check the Town of Hill website for on-line registration details.
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Office collection stats as of 12/31/09
Tax Collection $1,400,138 (2009 taxes due 1/14/2010)
Town Clerk fees & Motor Vehicle 1 56,558
Water Dept Collection 105,815
State Fees (MV+other) 88,778
Total funds collected & processed through the
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Office $1 ,751 ,289 (amounts lower due to 2009 tax due date)
The collection rate of 2009 taxes received as of 1/14/2010, which was the due date = 86% of 2009
taxes billed,
I would like to remind people that the Town of Hill website (vwwv.townofhillnh.orq ) is being updated on a
regular basis. This website has a lot of valuable information available and I would like to encourage
everyone to check it out often. I would like to again thank Gerard Desrochers who has volunteered
many hours as our "web master".
While doing some research in the Town archives 1 recently discovered a tidbit of histoncal information
regarding the position of Town Clerk, The year of 201 marks my 1 5"^ year of service to the Town as
Town Clerk/Tax Collector. With this milestone, I am currently tied as holding the record as the 2"^
longest running town clerk the Town of Hill has seen since 1774. Carr Huse, the Town's first Town
Clerk, held the position for 32 years from 1774 to 1806; Roscoe Lane held the position for 22 years
from 1918 to 1940; and Dana Rounds held the position for 15 years from 1941 to 1955. I am honored
to be amongst this list of names and intend to continue my tenure as Town Clerk/Tax Collector for as
long as the voters wish to have me. I continue to strive to improve services and continue my education
on job specific topics to try to provide the Town with quality performance.
As I always close my narrative, I wish to express my sincere appreciation to the residents and
taxpayers of Hill for allowing me to serve our community. As one of my favorite quotes goes, "The
friendships of those we serve is the foundation of our progress." Thank you.
Sincerely submitted,
Desiree L. Mahurin
Certified Tax Collector/Town Clerk
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TOWN OF HILL TC/TX
TOWN CLERK REVENUE REPORT
January through December 2009
Income
3170 • MISC RECEIVED
3200 • PERMIT FEES
3201 • COPIES
3203 • DUMP PERMITS
3204 • MV & BOAT FEES
3205 • MV PERMITS
3206 • TITLE FEES
3207 • UCC FILINGS
3208 FILING FEES
3209 • MISC PERMIT FEES
3210 • HUNTING & FISHING LICENSES
3220 • OHRV REGISTRATIONS
3230 • BOAT REGISTRATIONS
Total 3200 • PERMIT FEES
3290 OTHER FEES
3292 DOG FINES
3293 • DOG FEES
3294 • VS FEES
3295 • MISC RECEIVED
3296 NOTARY FEES
3297 • FROM WATER WORKS


































































COMPARISION OF ACTIVITIES 1999 - 2009
processed through the Hill Town Clerk Office
DOGS REGISTERED MV REGISTRATIONS
Year #Processed Yea,- #Processed
1999 272 1999 1,266
2000 275 2000 1,287
2001 305 2001 1,440
2002 315 2002 1,490
2003 323 2003 1,550
2004 337 2004 1,589
2005 349 2005 1,629
2006 356 2006 1,670
2007 366 2007 1,654
2008 348 2008 1,601
2009 334 2009 1,531
11% population increase 2000 - 2007 33% increase 30% increase
2000-2007 2000-2007
7 YR CHANGE IN WORK FLOW
Respectfully submitted: Desiree L. Mahurin,
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S 230.653.86 $0.00 SO.OO
Resident Taxes S3 ISO so.no S 0.00 SO.OO
Land Use Change Taxes #3120 $0.00 SO.OO SO.OO
Timber Yield Taxes W185 $ 2,786.91 s 0.00 S 0.00
Excavation Tax ffl S.02/yd #3187 SO.OO 1 SO.OO SO.OO
Utility Charges #3189 S 0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Betterment Taxes $0.00 $0.00 SO.OO
Prior Years' Credits Balance** SO.OO
This Year's New Credits ( S 5J97.46 )
YE.\RTAXES COMMITTED THIS FISCAL FOR DR.\ USE ONLY j
Property Taxes #3110 S 2,005.180.00 SO.OO
Resident Taxes #3180 SO.OO SO.OO
Land Use Change Taxes #3120 SO.OO $ 1.500.00
Timber \ ield Taxes #3185 S 8385.76 S 806.73
Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd #3187 S 500.00 $21.46
Utility Charges #3189 $0.00 $0.00




Land Use Change #3120
i
Yield Taxes #3185
Excavation Tax (S' S.02/yd #31 S7
Credits Refunded S 2,586.00
Interest - Late Tax #3190 S 1,736.36 S 13,994.61 SO.OO S 0.00
Resident Tax Penalty #3190 SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO $0.00
TOTAL DEBITS $ 2,012,990.66 S 249,763.57 S 0.00 $0.00
*This amount should be the same as the last year's ending balance. If not, please explain.
**Enter asa negative. This is the amount of this year's tiixes pre-paid last year as authorized by RSA S0:52-a.
*'Thc amount is already included in the warrant and therefore in line #31 10 as a positive amount for this year's levy.
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENXTi ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BO.\ 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-,-!397
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Property Tnxes $l,ll6,'ja3.42 $ 168.097.06 S 0.00 s 0.00
Rtsidtnl T.1XCS su.oo SO.OO s 0.00 so.oo
Land Use Change Taxes so.uo S 1..500.00 S 0.00 S 0.00
Timber Yield Taxes $ 7,429.6: $2,111.69 S 0,00 S 0.00
.
Interest & Penalties S 1,736.36 S 13.994.61 SO.OO S 0.00
Excavation Tax fS; S.02/yd S 500.00 S 21,46 $0.00 $0.00
Utility Charges SO.OO S0,00 S 0.00 $0.00
Converted To Liens (Principal only) so.oo S 61,729.75 s o.on s 0.00
Betterment Taxes SO.OO so.oo S 0.00 so.oo
Discounts Allowed so.oo $0.00 s 0.00 so.oo
Prior Year Overpayments Assigned so.oo
1
ABATEMENTS MADE
Property Taxes S 1.49S.O0 S 2J09.00 SO.OO so.oo
Resident Taxes so.oo SO.OO s 0.00 so.oo
Land Use Change Taxes so.oo 5 0,00 % 0,00 so.oo
Timber Yield Taxes so.oo SO.OO so.oo so.oo
Excavation Tax (a> S.02/yd s o.oo S 0.00 so.oo $ 0,00
Utility Charges so.oo so.oo so.oo $0.00
Betterment Taxes so.oo so.oo so.oo so.eo
CURRENT LEVY DEEDED S 41 2,00 so.oo so.oo so.oo
UNCOLLECTED TAXES - END OF YEAR #1080
Property Taxes S 886-566.58 so.oo so.oo so.oo
Resident Taxes SO.OO so.oo s 0.00 so.oo
Land Use Change Taxes so.oo so.oo s 0.00 so.oo
Timber Yield Taxes S 956.14 so.oo so.oo so.oo
Excavation Tax (2> S.02/yd SO.OO so.oo so.oo so.oo
Utility Charges so.oo so.oo so.oo S 0.00
Betterment Taxes SO.OO so.oo so.oo so.oo
Property Tax Credit Balance* (S 2.811.46 ) xxxxxx xxxxxv «.xx.xx
TOTAL CREDITS | S 2.012.990.66 S 249,763.57 so.oo so.oo
*Entcr as a negative. This is the amount of taxes pre-paid for ne.\t year as authorized by RSA S0:52-a.
(Be sure to indicate a positive amount in the Property Taxes actually remitted to the treasurer.)
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Unredeemed Liens Besinning of F^ SO.OO $ 6.S.9.'!0.4- * :2.:6jj;x
Liens Executed During FY so.oo S 67,860.58 SO.OO SO.OO
Unredeemed Elderly Liens Beg. of FY' SO.OO $ 1.945.43 $ 3.987.72
Elderly Liens Executed During FA so.oo S t.963.0J S O.UO . SO.OO
Interest & Costs Collected so.oo S 1.042.26 S 7.791.73 S 7.754.19





Redemptions $0.00 S 16,105.17 S 34,118.42 S 21.765.09
Interest & Costs Collected #3190 SO.OO S 1.042.26 $7,791.73 S 7.754.19
Abatements of Lnredeemed Liens S 0.00 s siu,.sn > 11.011 SO.OO
Liens Deeded to Municipality so.oo S 924.88 S 853.73 S 498.19
Unredeemed Liens End of FY #1110 s o.on S 50.024.03 S 33.978J2 SO.OO
Unredeemed Elderly Liens End of FY' so.oo S 1.963.03 S 1,945,43 $ 3,987.72
TOTAL LIEN CREDITS SO.OO S 70.865.87 .« 78,687.63 8 34,005.19
Does your muncipality commit taxes on a scmi-anmial basis (RSA 76:15-a) ? \l CS
T.AX COLLECTOR'S SIGN.\TURE /\Ji.kl^^.-U ,^- y7(^^i.'CU-V\.c^.^ DATE y/5"/ĉ O/O
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46 TOWN OF HILL
Selectmen's Report
On behallol'the selectmen, 1 would like to thank all of the employees, board members
and volunteers for their hard work and efforts this past year. Their dedication to the
Town of Hill allows our citizens to live in a community in which we can all take pride.
2009 saw some important changes to the infrastructure and resources of our Town. The
entire Water Commission did an outstanding job in completing the water system upgrade
and improvement project. This project was accomplished within budget and with
minimal disruption thanks to the cooperation and patience of the water users.
The Borough Road Bridge contract was awarded in November with a schedtiled
completion date of November 2010. Work has already begun and we hope to keep any
disruptions to area residents to a minimum.
The new tanker was piuxhased this fall. While this process took longer than anticipated,
tlirough the hcU'd work of Jolin Lynch, Mark Dow and the members of the Fire Dept., we
believe that the truck we finally procured will serve Hill well for many years to come.
Also the Police Department purchased and outfitted our new towTi cruiser.
Finally. 1 would like to thank .loe Mahoney for suggesting and taking on the task of
refurbishing the Town's flagpole. I encourage all our citizens to become involved in our
Town. We ciuTently have openings on almost all of our boards and committees. Citizen
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We are pleased to report on the passing of another busy year at the library. The final statistics for 2009 are:
• Patron Visits—6,579
• Computer Users— 1,971 (982 adult users)
• Circulation-3,708 materials
• Interlibrary Loan Transactions—491
Due to the dramatic increase of ILL requests, the library began receiving direct van delivery service through the NH State Library.
For those unfamiliar w/ith the ILL system, just imagine having the ability to borrow a book from any one of the many public and
academic libraries in NH, without leaving Hill. The service has become a valuable resource for students and avid readers in our
community.
The library was open on Mondays during the school year for the students and staff of JD Biake School.
The library's Book Club welcomed several new members in 2009.
Our children's summer program was entitled, " Summertime...and the Reading is Easy". This program was held for six weeks, and
was attended by 284 children and parents. We were fortunate to receive a Kids, Books and the Arts Grant, supported in part by
the NH State Library and donations from the Byrne Foundation, CHILIS, Cogswell Benevolent Trust, and the NH Library
Association. The funds were used to provide a presentation by NH author, Marty Kelley, during our SRP kick-off event. The
Friends of HPL sponsored a "live animal" program from the Wildlife Encounters Zoo. Support from the NH Charitable Foundation
made it possible to hire a petting zoo for our annual summer carnival, the SRP grand finale. Besides these remarkable programs,
there were crafts, games, movie matinees, and of course, books, to entertain the town's children during the season.
The library staff and trustees are grateful to The Friends of HPL for its dedication to supporting the library. During National Library
Week, the "Friends" donated children's books to honor the 2008 births of 11 Hill babies. Group members organized a library
Open House in September, and sponsored puppeteer, Martha Dana, for this event. Along with financial support, members
provided much needed assistance during the children's summer programs.
The Library Board of Trustees meets in the library on the last Thursday of each month, at 3:00 PM. For additional information
about the library, please visit www.hillpubliclibrary.com .
We deeply appreciate the continued support from the residents of Hill.
Respectfully submitted,
Lynn Christopher, Librarian




Julie Hunter, Alternate Trustee
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Hill Water Works
Annual Report
The Water Commissioners would like to tliank everyone for their understanding, support and cooperation in 2009.
It was a ver}' busy 2009 for Hill Water Works. Major repairs and upgrades were done under three different
contracts, completing the work that was authorized at the 2007 annual town meeting.
Contract 1 with James S. Piscopo General Contractor of Belmont, Nil replaced the 6 inch asbestos cement water
main along Pine Street and New Chester Road with an 8 inch plastic water main. The water main was extended
along New Chester Road from the vicinity of Ferrin Street up to Crescent Sheet resulting in a complete loop so
water can be supplied to New Chester R<u\d fi-om either end. y\Jso under contract 1 water meter assemblies were
installed for each customer.
Contract 2 widi R. D. Kdmunds of Franklin, NTI replaced the S inch asbestos cement water main under the access
road to the water tank with a new 8 inch plastic water main. The access road to the water tank wa.s repaired and
upgraded providing much improved access to the tank site. At the tank site portions of the hillside behind the
water tank were cut back and some ledge was removed allowing better access around the tank.
Contract 3 with Modem Protective Coatings of Hudson, NH blasted and re-coated the interior and exterior of the
water tank. .All lead paint on the exterior of the tank was removed and disposed of per the appropriate regulations.
Several other repairs and enhancements to the water tanlc were also completed.
In addition to the major work under the three contracts. Pump Systems of Franklin, Nil which is our certified
operator, .added a variable frequency drive to tlie controls for tlic #1 well pump. Tliis control unit allowed the
system to maintain a stable supply pressure while the tank was off line for several weeks without having to dump
millions of gallons of un-used water at a considerable expense for electricitj' and treatment chemicals.
We started reading the water meters in November 2009. The Water Commissioners would like to welcome Lyiui
Christopher as our meter reader. Tlie meters are being read monthly so we can develop the necessary history to
allow rates to be calculated on a usage basis. The commissioners will need most of 201 to develop the usage
patterns and calculate usage ba.sed rates which will probably go into effect in early 201 1
.
In December 2009 the commissioners completed development of and adopted a revised Ordinance Establishing
Water Rates, Rules and Regulations. Copies of the ordinance are a\'ailable upon request at the Town Clerk's
office. Tlie revised ordinance is also posted on the town web site wwvv.townofhillnh.org and can he found on the
Fornis and Ordinances page.
The Water Commissioners meet at 7:00 pm on the 2™" and last Wednesday each month in tlie Robie Meeting Room
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statement of Bonded Debt
NH Drinking Water State Revolving Fund - 2" ' well and pump house expansion/improvements
$200,000, 20 years at 3.48S%
Payment Date Payment Amount Principal Interest Fee Forgiveness Balance
4/1/2010 14,773.75 7,318.50 5,794.02 1,661.13 1,578.95 157,215.34
4/1/2011 14,626.84 7,571.02 5,483.67 1,572.15 1,578.95 148,065.38
4/1/2012 14,472.51 7,827.34 5,164.52 1,480.65 1,578.95 138,659.09
4/1/2013 14,309.57 8,086.55 4,836.43 1,386.59 1,578.95 128,993.59
4/1/2014 14,136.53 8,347.29 4,499.30 1,289.94 1,578.95 119,057.35
4/1/2015 13,951.52 8,607.78 4,153.07 1,190.67 1,578.95 108,880.63
4/1/2016 13,752.09 8,865.52 3,797.76 1,088.81 1,578.95 98,436.16
4/1/2017 13,534.98 9,117.17 3,433.45 984.36 1,578.95 87,740.04
4/1/2018 13,295.72 9,357.95 3,060.37 877.40 1,578.95 76,803.14
4/1/2019 13,027.88 9,580.95 2,678.89 768.03 1,578.95 65,643.24
4/1/2020 12,721.88 9,775.81 2,289.64 656.43 1,578.95 54,288.48
4/1/2021 12,362.33 9,925.87 1,893.58 542.88 1,578.95 42,783.66
4/1/2022 11,922.33 10,002.20 1,492.29 427.84 1,578.95 31,202.51
4/1/2023 11,348.08 9,947.71 1,088.34 312.03 1,578.95 19,675.86
4/1/2024 10,505.06 9,522.01 686.29 196.76 1,578.95 8,474.90
4/1/2025 8,855.25 8,474.90 295.60 84.75 0.00 0.00
Total Remaining 207,596.32 142,428.68 50,647.22 14,520.42 23,684.25
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statement of Bonded Debt
United State Department of Agriculture Rural Development - System impros'ements project authorized at the 2007 Annual
Town Meeting
$485,000, 28 years at 4.25% with Semi-Annual payments
Beginning Principal Interest Total
Day Year Balance Payment Payment Payment
May 06 2010 485,000 4,588 10,306 14,894
Nov 06 2010 480,412 4,685 10,209 14,894
May 06 2011. 475,727 4,785 10,109 14,894
Nov 06 2011 470,942 4,886 10,008 14,894
May 06 2012 466,056 4,990 9,904 14,894
Nov 06 2012 461,065 5,096 9,798 14,894
May 06 2013 455,969 5,205 9,689 14,894
NOV 06 2013 450,764 5,315 9,579 14,894
May 06 2014 445,449 5,428 9,466 14,894
Nov 06 2014 440,021 5,544 9,350 14,894
May 06 2015 434,477 5,661 9,233 14.894
Nov 06 2015 428,816 5,782 9,112 14.894
May 06 2016 423,034 5.905 8,989 14,894
Nov 06 2016 417,130 6,030 8,864 14.894
May 06 2017 411,100 6,158 8,736 14,894
Nov 06 2017 404,942 6,289 8.605 14.894
May 06 2018 398,653 6,423 8,471 14,894
Nov OS 2018 • 392,230 6,559 8.335 14,894
May 06 2019 385,671 6,698 8,196 14,894
Nov 06 2019 373,973 6,841 8,053 14,894
May 06 2020 372,132 6,986 7,908 14,894
Nov 06 2020 365,145 7,135 7,759 14,894
May 06 2021 358,011 7,286 7,608 14,894
Nov 06 2021 350,725 7,441 7,453 14,894
May 06 2022 343,283 7,599 7,295 14,894
Nov 06 2022 335,684 7,761 7,133 14,894
May 06 2023 327,924 7,926 6,968 14,894
Nov 06 2023 319,998 8,094 6,800 14,894
May 06 2024 311,904 8,266 5,628 14,894
Nov 06 2024 ^ 303,638 8,442 6,452 14,894
May 06 2025 ' 295,196 8,621 5,273 14,894
Nov 06 2025 286,575 8,804 6,090 14,894
May 06 2026 277.771 8,991 5,903 14,894
Nov 06 2026 268,779 9,182 5,712 14,894
May 06 2027 259,597 9,378 5,516 14,894
Nov 06 2027 250,219 9,577 5,317 14,894
May 06 2028 240,643 9,780 5,114 14,894
Nov 06 2028 230,862 9,988 4,906 14,894
May 06 2029 220.874 10,200 4,694 14,894
Nov 06 2029 210,674 10,417 4,477 14,894
May 06 2030 200,256 10,639 4,255 14,894
Nov 06 2030 189,618 10,865 4,029 14.894
May 06 2031 178,753 JiQ9,5-_. 3,799 14,894
Nov 06 2031 167,658 11.331 3,563 14,894
Statement of Bonded Debt
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United State Department of Agriculture Rural Development -Sybtem Innprovements project authorized at the 2007 Annual
Town Meetlny
(Continued)
Beginning Principal Interest Total
Day Yoar Balance Payment Payment Payment
May 06 2032 156.326 11.572 3.322 14,894
Nov 06 2032 144,754 11,818 3.076 14,894
May 06 2033 132,936 12,069 2.825 14,894
Nov 06 2033 120,867 12,326 2,568 14.894
May 06 2034 108,542 12,587 2,307 14,894
Nov 06 2034 95,954 12,855 2.039 14,894
May 06 2035 83,099 13,128 1.766 14,894
Nov 06 2035 69,971 13,407 1.487 14,894
May 06 2036 56,564 13,692 1,202 14,894
Nov 06 2036 42,872 13,983 911 14.894
May 06 2037 28,889 14,280 614 14,894
Nov 06 2037 14,609 14,609 310 14.919
TOTAL S 485,000 S 349,089 S 834.089
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HILL WATER WORKS
Balance Sheet





1100 • Checking 88,380.18
1101 Emergency Repair Fund 20,054.92
1102 • Project Construction Account 98.50
1103 Money Market Account 0.00
Total Cliecking/Savings 108,533.60
Accounts Receivable
1200 • Accounts Receivable 9,862.95
Total Accounts Receivable 9,862.95
Other Current Assets
Lien postings 0.00
1499 Undeposited Funds 0.00
Total Other Current Assets 0.00





2006 State Revolving Loan
Int/Fee Payable to State(2006) 65,167.64
State Rev Loan Prin(2006) 167,691.83
Total 2006 State Revolving Loan 232,859.47
2008 State Revolving Loan
Int/Fee Payable to State(2008) 0.00
State Rev Loan Prin(2008) 0.00
Total 2008 State Revolving Loan 0.00
2009 USDA RD Bond
Bond Prin Payable(2009) - 485,000.00
Int/Fee Payable Bond(2009) 349.089.00
Total 2009 USDA RD Bond 834,089.00
Total Long Term Liabilities 1,066,948.47
Total Liabilities 1,066,948.47
Equity
3000 Opening Bal Equity -665,286.58
3900 Retained Earnings 103,350.51
Net Income -386,615.85
Total Equity -948,551 .92
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 118,396.55
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HILL WATER WORKS
Profit & Loss
January through December 2009
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4000 Interest on Bank Accounts
4010 • Fees
4011 • INTEREST INCOME
4013 • CONNECTION FEES
4014 • DELINQUENT NOTICE FEES
Total 4010 • Fees
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HILL WATER WORKS
Profit & Loss
January through December 2009
Jan - Dec 09





Total WATER TESTING 814.00
Total Expense 55,298.77
Net Ordinary Income 38,187.36
Other Income/Expense
Other Income
L-T-WI PROJECT FUND SOURCES
2009 USDA Rural Dev Grant Funds 309,953.00
Total L-T-M PROJECT FUND SOURCES 309,953.00
REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 850.00
Total Other Income 310,803.00
Other Expense
L-T-M OUT OF POCKET EXPENSES
Construction Contracts 13,658.86







Land & Easements 1,487.50
Other Engineering 40,488.80
Preliminary 7,308.25
Engineering - Other 27,985.57
Total Engineering 109,354.45
Total LINES-TANK-METERS PROJECT 2008 _ 721 ,947.35
Total Other Expense 735,606.21
Net Other Income -424,803.21
Net Income -386,615.85
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Hill Police DeparliiK'iU
Annual (Report
The Mill, l\>lice Department has experienced significant changes in the past year
which has allowed the department to become more responsive to the needs of the citizens
oi'IIill. rivree more officers were sworn into the ranks allowing the Department to better
meet our committed hour coverage to the town.
This year the Hill PD added Officer Joseph McComiskey, a full-time certified
officer with over 1 5 years experience. Officer Peter Buono. a former officer with South
Hampton PD and a full-time law enforcement communications specialist with
Rockingluun County Sheriff's Office, and Officer Richard Riley, a EMT-I with New-
London Hospital and former federal park ranger. They join Sgt. Joe Malioney and
Officer Evans who continue to serve to the department. Officer Tim Woodward took a
leave of absence due to his promotion to Sergeant at Bristol Police Department. We look
forward to his return in 2010.
We also changed the software system that the department uses for our record
management. We transitioned to the "Crimestar" record keeping system that enables us
to better track reports, calls for scn'ice. property and case management.
As many have already noticed, tiie new police cruiser is in service. The 2009
Ford Expedition has met all our expectations and we anticipate many years of sei"vice
from it. The cmiser is a "special service" vehicle adapted for police work which includes
heavy duty suspension, electrical system, transmission and brakes.
The department has handled and processed 744 calls for service this yeai- which is
an impressive number considering that the Hill Police Department is only a pait-time
department. We had 39 major incidents resulting in 28 an*esls this year.
It has been a pleasure to serve the Towii of Hill as Chief of Police and to work
with dedicated officers of the department. I truly appreciate all the support of the Board
of Selectmen, The Hill Fire Depailment, and the citizens of the Hill. I also wish to
express the departments" gratitude to:
The State Troopers of the New Hampshire State Police Troop D
Chief David Goldstein and the Franklin Police Department
Chief John Clai'k and the Bristol Police Department
Sheriff Scott Hilliai'd and the Merrimack County Sheriffs Office
Cliief Donald Sullivan and the Alexandria Police Deptirtment
for all the law enforcement sendee and assistcince they provided to the Hill Police
Department and to tlie Town of Hill.
David F. Kratz
Chief of Police
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Police Activity Totals for 2009
Attempted Suicide 1
Juvenile Runaway 1












Theft, unauthorized taking 5





Motor Vehicle Accident 4







Driving after Revocation 1
Operation related 25 .
Total 25:
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Hill Volunteer Fire Dept.
The fire department responded to 113 calls in 2009. Calls were down from last year but
everyone's were down. They are as follows.
Motor vehicle accidents 7 Service calls 15
Medical calls 48 Mutual aid 16
Fires 21 Fuel spills 6
We purchased a new (used) fire truck that was approved at last year's town meeting. We thank
the town residents for their support and help. We would also like to thank the selectmen for
their help and support in searching for and acquiring our new vehicle.
1 would also like to thank all the fire department members and their families for all their hard
work, dedication, and support.
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
JOHN D. SHEA S Mclntirc Road Stare House Room 207
EXECUTIVE COUNCILOR Nelson. NH 03457 107 North Main Street
Phone:603-847-9008 Concord. MH 03301
PhoiK: 603-27 1-3632
Fax:603-271-3633
ANNUAL REPORT FROM EXECUTIVE COUNCILOR JOHN D. SHEA
If you are interested in learning more about the work I do on the Exccutrvc Council, 1 issue a
newsletter to all 67 Communities on the results of each meeting as they pertain to Council
District Two. It is also available at: http: / /v.'ww.nh.gov/ council/di3trict2 /reports
Business Finance Authority
Tn the past year, the Business Finance Authority' (BFA) has enabled over 131 New Hampshire
businesses to access over $22 million in financing. As a result of the BFA's program 591 jobs
were retained or created.
New Hampshire Health and Education Facilities Authority
For any facility,- requesting approval we conduct a public hearing to gather input from the
communit}'. The New Hampshire Health and Education Facilities Authorit\- participate in the
construction of borrowers' faciUtiea. The organization was also involved in the rcno\'ation and
equipping of these facilities and provides working capita] and refinanced certain existing
indebtedness. During the past two years, $1.2 billion was approved for assistance to hospitals,
medical centers, and schools.
Nominated Boards, Commissions, & Civil Commissions
Over 300 appointments arc approved each year to various state boards and commissions, In
District 2 there were 96 appointments, representing 30 conimunities. Additionally, hundreds
of Notaries, Justices of the Peace and Commissioners of Deeds were reviewed and approved.
If you are interested in serving on a board or commission please go
to;http://www.sos. nh.gov/redbook/inde-t.htm, for more information.
Governor's Advisory Commission on Intermodal Transportation (GACIT)
The Governor's .'Advisory Commission on Intermodal Transportation (GACIT) is dedicated to
making govcniment more accountable to the people of New Hampshire. For New Hampshire's
Ten Year Transportation Improvement Plan we held public hearings in 10 communities from
Alstead to Somerswortli, NH.
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Funding Program
I will be sending along a progress report for each communit)'. The current estimates arc that
3,872,686 work hours have been paid for with ARRA funds, I continue to vasit my 67
communities, town offic.cs, fire, police and health centers.
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A University of New HampshireCOOPERATIVE EXTENSION
UNH Cooperative Extension Merrimack County
UNH Cooperative Extension, tlie public outreach ami of the University of New Hampshire, has
engaged New Hampshire residents for 95 years with a broad variety of non-formal educational
offerings. One in four Merrimack Coimty residents took advantage of at least one Extension
program last year.
We offer programs in parenting, family finances, food safety, home gardening, 4-H (including
clubs, camps, special interest programs and afler school programs for children and teens),
nutrition education for low-income families, and acculturation for refugee families. We respond
to the needs of forest landowners, commercial fanners, niche growers, farmers' markets, and
many other groups.
Merrimack County Extension educators also work extensively with towns and school districts,
organizing and advising after-school programs, helping school and townu groundskeepers
maintain atliletic fields, landscaped areas, and town forests. We provide guidance to community
boards on current use, timber tax law, and other land-use issues. We also help social service
agencies plan programs and stay current with the latest research and best practices.
Our county staff participate—and sometunes take leadership roles—in many state and local
coalitions, among them the Franklin and Concord Asset Building Coalitions, the Concord
Substance Abuse Coalition, the Timberland Owners Association, N.H. Farm and Forest
Exposition board, Ausbon Sargent Land Tmst outi-each committee, N.H. Association for Infant
Mental Healtli, the state Mairiage and Family Advisory Board, the N.H. Volunteer
Administrators .Association, and Pittsfield Youth Workshop.
Merrimack County Extension provides fact-sheet notebooks to all town Ubraries and our
educators often appear on WPTL Radio (107.7 FM), which offers information to residents
throughout the station's listening aiea.
UNH Cooperative Extension operates a statewide toll-free Info Line (1-S77-3 98-4769) at oiu"
Family, Home & Garden Education Center, staffed Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. - 2:00
p.m., and 5:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday evenings. Last year, the Info Line handled nearly
600 requests firom Merrimack County residents.
Finally, UNH Extension traijQS and suppoils more 5,000 volunteers statewide: 4-H leaders,
master gardeners, wildlife coverts, community tree stewards, water quality monitors, marine
docents, and others, who extend the reach of Extension programs into many domains of New
Hampshire life. If volunteer opportunities interest you, please call Merrimack County Extension
Office at 796-2151, or stop by the office at 315 Daniel Webster Highway in Boscawen next to
the County Nursing Home on Route 3.
Extension also distributes a wide range of information from our Web site:
v»^^'w.extension.unh.edu.
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X -VM^ifn A- TAPPLY-THOAAPSON COMMUtMIT/ CENTER A ^A^-^rf-.A^
30 North Main Street • Bristol • NH 03222
Phone 603.744.2713 • Fax 603.744.3502
Email ttcc(S>metrocast.net • Website www.ttccrec.orq
2009 Report to the Town of Hill
The TTCC staff would like to wish everyone a Happy & Healthy 2010.
We are grateful to all of the volunteers, sponsors, coaches and donors that helped to
make 2009 a success. With your help we were able to offer some exciting programs
and fundraisers. Here are just a few of the highlights:
• Newfound Biggest Loser : We are pleased to report that after three sessions of
the Biggest Loser Program participants have lost 1,420 lbs in 2009. Way to gol!
This brings our total in three years to 3,666 lbs lost In our community!
• Annual Fund: Our 2009 Annual Fund campaign has been a tremendous success.
The response has been amazing. We are so grateful for the generosity of all
those that have contributed.
• Westward Bound Teen Ext>edition ni: Fourteen incoming 9'*' grade students
participated in a weeklong trip to Nevada, Utah, Arizona & California during
August of 2009. They visited Bryce Canyon, Zion and the Grand Canyon National
Parks as well as Hoover Dam, Best Friends Animal Sanctuary in Angel Canyon,
Utah, the desert area around Needles, California and the cit/ of Las Vegas. We
are grateful to the many trip sponsors that helped to make this possible. The
teens that were chosen to participate sold cash calendars to help offset the cost
of the trip as well. They logged 1,500 miles over 8 days and had the opportunit/
to learn many new things about our beautiful southwestern United States. We
would like to thank New Hampshire Electric Coop for the grant we
received toward the cost of the 2009 trip.
Some of the building projects completed this year included replacing old fuse boxes,
new stairs on the emergency front entrance, painting and a new ceiling for the old
Archery Range (now the Biggest Loser Office), repainting the downstairs floor and
bathrooms, new shelves for the game room and a refurbished furnace. We have a
major project goal for 2010 - to get new shingles on the roof. We have been quoted an
amount of $80,000 so far and will be putting It out to bid. A special fund is being set up
for this project and we have received $1,700 to date. We will be undertaking a
fundraising campaign and have an ambitious goal of doing the work this fall!! Thank
you to the Bristol United Church of Christ Women's Assodation for kicking off
this fund!
We would like to express our continued gratitude to the Bristol United Church of
Christ for the use of the TTCC building. Their support of our program is priceless!
Thanks to the Bristol Rotary Club, Bristol Community Services and the Bristol
United Church of Christ for scholarship funding for our summer camp participants.
The Slim Baker Foundation continues to support our summer program with
donations of funds for activities and through the use of their facility. We also want to
thank the NH MaratiKin Committee, which donated a record $5,000 from the
proceeds of the marathon in 2009. Finally, a huge thank you to all of the 2009 Annual
Fund donors. You gave over $20,000 in 2009 and we are humbled by your
generosity!
In closing we want to thank the residents of the Newfound Towns for your support of
the TTCC. Come & recreate with us in 2010. The Benefits are Endless...
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Community Action Program
Belknap-Merrimack Counties, Inc.
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SERVICE DESCRIPTION UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS VALUE
COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD
PROGRAM is a nulitlion program that offers
participants free nutritious foods to supplement
tt>eir daily diet. The program serves ctiildren
under six years of age. women during pregnancy
and up to 12 monttis after the birth of their baby.
•(An Irvdh/kJual may not be erwolled in twlti the
WIC Program and CSFP but a family may have
members on both programs.) HOUSEHOLDS-Not Available
CONGREGATE MEALS- All elders are
welcome lo our congregate meal sites/
Senior Centers for nutritious hot meals.
social/recreaUonal acSvitiesand special events.
Value $6.60 per meal.
MEALS-ON-WHEELS provides Ihe delivery of
nutiitionalty balanced hot meals to homebound
elderly or adult residents five days per week.
Value $6.75 per meal.
MEALS-iee PERSONS-4
MEALS-352 PERSONS-8
RURAL TRANSPORTATION provides regularly
schedute<J demand response to and from towns
in Beikriap and fiAerrimack Counties to m«dical
and professional facillttes. shopping centers, atxJ
congregate meal sites. Value $8.85 per ridership.
EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES provide up lo
five days of food for people facing temporary
food oisis. Value $5.00 per meal.
RIDES-IO PERSONS-2
MEALS-855 PERSONS-171 $ 4,275.00
FUEL ASSISTANCE is available to income
ellgiljle households to help with energy costs
during the prime healing season. Priority is given
to the elderty and disabled. The average benefit
fof the 2008-09 program v/as $875.00.
ELECTRIC ASSISTANCE program is a statewide
program funded by all electric rate payers which
provides a spedfic tier of discount from 5% lo
70% on electic Mis for income eligible
housetwlds.
APPLICATIONS-61 PERSONS-154 S 70.586.25
ENROLLED HH-27
WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN provides
specific food to supplenient dally diet of preg-
nant or nursing women as vnell as children under
five. Participants receive medical/nutritional
screening, counseling and education. Value
ii>ciudes value of vouchers and clinical services.
HOUSEHOLDS-Not Available
FAMILY PLANNING provides confidential, comp-
rehensive gynecological care, including complete
medical examinations, breast exams. Pap
smears, pregnancy testing, birti control and
counseling. STATS NOT AVAILABLE
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SERVICE DESCRIPTION UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS VALUE
SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAM pfOvMes
frierdly visiting and respite services (or home-
bouTKl elderly. Income eligible seniors (60+)
serve as companions. Value lo companions
includes mileage and vi««kly stipend. Vahje to
visltees Is comparable to similar
private sectof services. VISITEES--1 HOURS-25
THE Fixrr PROORAW mobilizes volunteers,
especially sklDed occupations such as plumbers
and electricians, to assist elderly clients wtUi small
housetiold repairs. HOUSEHOLDS-1 JOBS-1
CORE is an energy efficiency program sponsored
by the electric utifities of NH. Ttirs program is
supported by the systems benefit charge to each
electric utiRty customer as mandated by the PUC
to perform v¥ealt>ef1zatlon procedures arxJ
baseload measures (refrigerator and righting
replaceiTient, hot water measures) for income
eligiUe households.
GRAND TOTAL S 94,395.12
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL-CAP provides
utility, landlordrtenant. legal and health counsel-
ing as well as referrals for housing, transportation
arKi other life concerns. These support/advocacy
services are not tracked.
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Franklin ^^
VNA & Hospice
Hill Town Report 2009
ITie Franklin VNA and Hospice celebrates its 64 year of providing homecare services to our
neighbors in Franklin, Tilton. Nortlifield, Hill, Salisbur). Webster and surrounding communities.
For the past 5 N'ears we have also provided Hospice care for those needing support at the end of
life. It has been a privilege to grow along with our commuiiities facing new health care
challenges, albeit witii increasing fiscal constraints.
The past year has been one of fine tuning our adaptation to the Allscripts software for our
documentation and billing systems. Several process changes were made to improve the ease of
use for the clinicians and to ensure that our cash flow is even and steady.
The Hospice Team has strengthened its impact within the community. In 2008 we sensed 36
hospice patients and tlieir families. In 2009 we have cared for 38 Hospice patients, including 1
patient in Hill.
During the past year we have added Hospice contract agreements with the
Veteran's AdminisU-ation for Home Hospice, with the Newfound Area Nursing Agency and with
the Peabody Home for the Aged in Franklin. Each of these agreements gives the citizens of our
communities a choice in who provides Hospice care to them when they ai-e most in need.
As we anticipate 2010, we know that we will also be required to contract with an outside vendor
to implement a Home Health Patient Satisfaction Survey designed by the Centers for Medicaid
and Medicare Sen. ices. The survey tool is a lengthy, detailed questionnaire which will be sent to
the vendor for tabulation. The results will be posted on the Home Care Compare website. This
will be an additional cost to the agency.
The impact of proposed changes within the health care delivery system will certainly be felt in
home care. Several of the cuts to the Medicare budget are directly related to home care and to
the Hospice benefit Tliese will compound the already reduced reimbursement we arc receiving
as a result of cuts made armually since 2006 which have reduced Medicare revenue overall by
11%. Some of the changes under discussion in Washington may result in further cuts for 2010.
We have had to examine every opportunity to conserve our resources as well as to increase om
services to offset the already drastic ramifications of these cuts. Our statf has worked very hard
and creatively to respond to the need for caring for more patients ensuring that we can maintain a
viable and healthy home care agency. We are very grateful to each ofthem for their caring
heans and for the quality of care they provide for our patients ever)' day.
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Lakes Region Household Hazardous Waste Collecrion
2009 Annual Report
The 2009 Lakes Region Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) Collections were conducted in
a safe and efficient manner on July 25, 2009 and August 1, 2009 at eight different locations.
The event was coordinated by the Lal^es Region Planning Commission (LRPC). 1,569
households participated in this annual collection; overall this represents 4.1% of the
households in the twenry-tliree Lakes Region communities that participated in this year's
HHW Collection. The percentage of households participating from individual communities
ranged from less than 1% to more than 10%;
Over 19,000 gallons ofHHW and nearly 30,000 feet of fluorescent bulbs were disposed of
properly. Paint products continue to comprise nearly 50% of our cost of disposal.
This year's survey focused on outreach efforts by NH DES regarding the proper disposal of
insecticides, and devices containing mercury' (fluorescent tubes, bulbs, T\'s, computer
screens, and thermostats). When asked about the need for another permanent HHW facility
in the region, responses were mixed, with great variation depending on the site. More than
60% of tlie respondents at the Belmont and Franklin sites felt there was a need for such a
facilit}'.
For the second consecutive year an Unwanted Medications Collection was held at the
Gilford site in conjunction with the Lakes Region HHW Collection. It was open to all
residents and homeowners in the participating Lakes Region communities; 65 households
from six different communities participated. The costs associated with this were paid for by
tlie Gilford Police Department and School District with funds from a two-year NH Dept. of
Education grant. Next year's collection will be fiinded by the Gilford Drug and Alcohol
Task Force.
The estimated cost per Lakes Region household was $2.15. The cost to communities for
2010 will remain the same as it was for 2009. The next Household Hazardous Waste
Collections will be held July 31, 2010 and August 7, 2010. All residents and property owners
in participating communities are encouraged to take this opportunity to safely dispose of
your household hazardous products. For more information check with your local
coordinator or LRPC (http: / /w\vv.'.lakesL-pc.org/ser\nces hhw.asp) for details.
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LAKES REGION PLANNING C0M>USS10N




www.IakC5rpc.org I. R P C
FOR TOWN A>fNUAL REPORTS
LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
2<Xi9
Tlic Lakes Region continues to grow and evolve. As our economy and world change, so does the work wc arc engaged in.
The Lakes Region Planning Conimissioa (LRPC) is an organization established according to sLile law to provide area
communities and the region widi the capacit)' to respond to and shape the pressures of change in a purposeful way. Vt'ith a
service area covering over 1,200 square miles in Belknap, Carroll, Grafton and Merrimack Counties, the LRPC proiides a wide
range of planning scri-iccs to member municipalidcs. Tlie Commission offers direct and support sen-ices including technical
assistance, geographic information systems, transportation pbnning, land use, cninronraental planning, hazard pbnning and
economic development Local, state, and federal resources primarily fiind the LRPC Wc also maintain a regular dialogue
with state .-igcndcs as a resource for the entire L.ikes Region. Our overall goal is lo provide support, knowledge, and
Icadcrsliip to die govcrruncnts, businesses, and citizens of the Lakes Region.
Some of the services proWdcd on behalf of the town of Hill and the region in the past fiscal year are noted below:
LOCAL
• Made final edits to the Hill Master Plan.
• Created several binders to contain the master and other key local land use regulations and reports for the planning
board-
• Provided copies of the NH Planning and Land Use Regulations to the town at considerable savings.
LAND USE
• Responded daily to requests from local communities for kind use, transportation, environmental, and other
information and guidance.
• Prepared master plans, capital improvement programs, local emergency operations plans, zoning ordinances,
subdivision regulations, and related services for se^'cral communides.
• Maintained circuit ridcr-phnning services for municipalities interested in assistance with development proposals.
• Organized and facilitateJ a discussion on the development of local impact fee methodologies at the Pines Community
Center in Northfield.
• Contributed to the preparation of the award winning Innovative Land Use (TLU) Guidance resource document and
ILU Mapper.
• Received funding from the Pardoe Foundation to conduct Smart Gro-nth Audits (SGA) for selected communities.
• Organized and hosted three public Municipal Law Lectures, in cooperation with the NH Local Government
Center: 1) Constiturional Issues in Land Use Regulations; 2) The Five Variance Criteria in the 21" Century; and
3) What Do You Do WTien They Stop Btoilding? Vested Rights, Modified Approvals, \'lolations and Rcvocadoa
Ale>:andiu.^ Alton • AfitJO'.'ER • Ashia>x> - BiMUiSTEAD •Belmont bruxjEv/atee Bristol • CE^rrER harbor • Danbury
J.'TTNGHA.M • FR..\>n;LIN • FREEDOM • GILFORD G[LJ.L\J.TON • HEBROt^ • HaL • HOLDERNESS • LaCONU • MEREDITH • MOLn.TONB0R0OH
New Hampton • Northfield • Ossipee • Sanborntok Sandv^tch • Tamworth • Tilton Tuftonboro • Wolfeboro
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TRANSPORTATION
• Conducted over 150 traffic and turning movement counts around the region.
• Attended and hosted the Governor's Ad\'i5or5' Commission on Intermodal Transportation (GACITl meeting.
• Convened many meetings of the LRPC Transportation Technical Advisor)' Committee (TAC) to enhance local
involvement in regional transportation planning and project development.
• Prepared a 2009 Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) Process Guide for distributioQ to our communities.
Submitted regional transportation prionries for consideration by the NH Department of Transportation (NHDOT).
• Completed the NH Route 28 Corridor Safet)' Study, and acquired best management skills using Road Surface
Management Systems (RSMS) software.
PUBUC FACILITIES GOAL:
• Modified and improved Community Facilities standard maps. Updated maps are posted to LRPC.
HOUSING
• Drafted a process to conduct a Workforce I lousing Audit to help communities determine if their planning r^ukdous
and law's are in compliance with the Workforce Housing law.
• Contributed to statewide sessions and participated on housiiig needs assessment methods.
• Participated in workforce housing forums with the Work Here, Live Here Committee, and the Eiistem I..akcs Region
Hoiising Coalition.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
• Continue to work with area economic development g^roups including Belknap County Economic Council (BCEDQ,
Grafton County Economic Development Council (GCEDC), Franklin Business and Industrial Development
Corporation (FBDIQ, and the Wentwcxrth Economic Development Coundl (WEDCO).
• Completed the Lakes R^on Comprehensive Economic Dei'dopment Strategy (CEDS), A Plan for Sustainable
Prc^ess, and submitted it to the U.S. Economic Development Administradon (EDA) for acceptance.
.
• Coordinated an Economics Day for Leadership Lakes Region and co-prcscnted the Lakes Region Coraprehensi^'e
Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) to attendees.
• Aj^lied for and received a three year $400,000 Brownfields grant fcom the U.S. Envirormiental Protection Agency
(EPA). The funds will be used to conduct several site assessments and environmental site characteri2aDon5.
• Completed a Phase I Lakes Re^on Broadband Smdy to determmc the extent and capacitj' of casting broadband
service.
• Planned and facilitated the third Lakes Region Energy Alliance meeting. The Alliance is a consortium of local energy
committees brought togetlier to share ideas and activity.
• Completed the 2009 Development Trends Report and distributed it to all Lakes Region municipalities and many other
stakeholders.
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NATVflAL RESOURCES
• Collaborated with otlier planning commissions to present water resources ordinances for the Rcgionid Environmental
Planning Program i^RJiiPP) at the Fall PL-inning Conference.
• Received a Source VC'ater Protection Grant contract from the New Hampshire Department of F-nvironmental Services
(NHDES) to work with die Green Mountain Conser^'ation Group (GMCG) and several municipalities on behalf of
ground water protection in the Ossipee aquifer.
• Received a notice of award from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administrauon (NOAA) for additional
Winnipcsaukcc watershed plamiing. Continue to work with several parmers on the Lake Winnipesaukce Watershed
Management Plan (X-WVyAlP).
• Continue to represent the region at meetings of tlie Lakes Rq^on Household Hazardous Product Facility to explore
the ways and means the facility' may encourage other communities to participate.
• Received support through the NH Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) and the federal /American
Recover)- and Rcvitalization Act (ARRA) to continue work on the Pcmigcwassct Watershed Co-occurrence Model.
• Continue to otganiac and coordinate two annual Household Hazardous Waste (Hl-IW) collections a year, involving 23
member communities.
UTIUTYAND PLTBIC SERVICE GOAL:
• Presented the Likesrpc.or^/gnergy website to partner groups, municipalities, and agencies throughout the state, as part
of the Lakes Region Eiiergj' Alliance.
NATURAL HAZARDS
• Completed several Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) updates, and Local Ema^ency Operations Plans (LEOPs).
REGIONAL CONCERNS
• Convened .six Commission meetings that featured a range of topics, ranging from the NH Rail Transit Authorit)',
proposed legislation. Transportation Plans/Projects, NH Water Resources Primer and Survey, and a public hearing on
the roles communities should have in regulating liiige ground water withdrawals.
• Met xsith the Legislative Policy Committee of the NH Assodatioa of Regional Pkrming Commission (NHj\RPC) to
resiew and make recommendations oa over 70 bills and legislative requests.
• Conducted outreach and provided a.ssistancc at the Geographic Information System (GIS) workshops offered in
Lflconia. Attended 2010 Census training.
• Met with PlusTimeNH staff to discuss die possibilities for learning opportunities for high fxhool students in the
region.
• Maintain and host LRPC's website, w^v^^lakesrpc.org . for current regional planning activides and events.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE DCPARTWEKT OF RE^/ENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS-I FOR 2009
Mjnldpal Sovtcen DIvlftkn
PO BOX «T, Conoofd, NH033»-04a7 Phoo* tS03) 571-2857
Ortpn^Dnu
Cop/ o
CITY/rOWN OF HILL IN MERRIMACK
CERTIRCATION
"DilB ia to catatf that the mnsmiatlon providM In ttils ropcft was taken fnxn ttw otnaal racortls atvj is 00fT*ct to l^e tWBt of Otf knowledge end b«4ef.
Rev 17O7.0S(d)t7)
PRtNT NAMES OF CITYrrOWN OFFJCIAU y SIONAWRES OF CtTYrroWN OfnaALS" (SlgnlnUlk)
J. Mttt* Brady. Chairman xAio ^-^^





DaeSianea || -^ O'?
maOon coitUrtwd In Mw form and bo aw twf 1 of my bfllMr U t» tni«, comet and confMst*.






Dim rfat9; ^eptembef 1, 2009
Comnhtr Bteabova refluKW csrtJTKtbon try hsailing tfre name al Itie coytown odKWs. #i» dalB on wrucft tfts canmHi is nffnetf
.
a/Ttf Aavetfie ma/ofity of th9 iTigmt»rs of tt» beam of sMcim«fV^»ssassif\g oftl^sJs sign tn intc
REPORTS REQt^RCD: RSA21-J 3493 »mwded, provkteator certiScatBonof vaJuattont, apprcprlauona, esfimMod revenuM and
aucti other irfoimailort a) th(» Depenmeflt of Rcvemjc AdmtnatTBton may tequre upon looTra preacrltjed for Ihat putpoH.
NOTE: Tha vafum and Itgufes [yowaed reprosetit tie tietalked valuea that are usol in lt.a CJty/ltJwns tax aaaeasfflenta and ¥won> to
uptuU under OatTi per RSA 7S7. PIsaae completa al applicabia pages and nter to itK insctudions tab tor individual items.
THIS FORM MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE DRA HO LATER IHAH SEPTEMBER 1ST.
VMaga CKstrlcta pages S-9 must IM campletsd for EACH vlllaga iNsolct within the munlciiMllty.
RETURN TMS SeMED AND COWLETED INVENTORY FORM TO:




Under penalties of perjury, I daciarB tftat I have axa^nned this form and to the best of nr^ Mief It ia Irua. correct and i:»mpAetd. (K prepared by a p€rsan oner t^an the
aty/toMi ontdflls. this dedaratton istiasedon all infcrmationofwttlchltte preparer has Knowtedge.)
Urnia Henry E-Mail Adrtreas; ti*llsetoctmei>9cGn>c3n.net
ran ORA UH ONLr Regular office twura;
(Ptinti1yi»)
Wad 9-30-12:30, Ttiuf 9-3
See Instnji^tKns on page 1 0, as needed.
fvmtitAjMmA
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NEW HAMPSHIRE OEPARTMEMT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMUARV INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS- 1 FOR20O9
LAND
BUIL0IN03
Lftes 1 A, 8. C, D. E, F & List tM Improved and limmproved land
include wells, septic & paving







1 VALUE OF LAND ONLY - Exclud« Amount UttwJ In Un«s lA, }B and 4
A Current Uu (At Cumnt Um Vdun) RSA 7».A (Sm pig* 10] 9.43294 1,019.233
B ComiBrvaUon Roslrlctton A»i«jsm«nl (At Current Um V»Iu««) RSA 79-B 53.29 7.788
C Ottcretlonary EasomenI RSA 79-C 0.00
D DlaoBtJonBry PreienraOon Eaiemom RSA 79-D 0.00
E ToKaUoti 01 Fam Stnjctures S Land Undar Fami Structures RSA 79-F 0.00
F RasWential Land (Impfoved and Unimproved Land) 3.788.81 37.801,900
G Conrnerdal/Industnal Land (Do Not mcJude Utility Land) 19.25 405.000
H Total o(Taxat>l9 Land (Sim or Unet lA. IB. 1C. ID. 1E. IFandlQ) 13.294.29 39.233,921
1 Tax Exempi & Non-Taxablo Land 3.771.01 9.333,400
2 VALUE OF BUILDINOS ONLY - Exclude Amount! Uated on Unas 3A and 38
A Rssldoniial (• Minus Partial Charllalile & Rallgloua Exampttona •)
54.708.167
B ManuladuredHousinj as dafinad in RSA 874:31
2.523.800
C Connmorcial/Industriai (DO NOT Include Utility Bulldlnga)
1.040,000
D Dlscrationary Preservation EaBement RSA 7d-D Numt»f of Stnjctures
E Taxation of Farm Stnictures & Land Under Farm Structures RSA 79-F # of StrvKtures
F Total of Taxable Buildings (Sum of lines 2A, 2B. 20. 2D and 2E)
58,271,967
G Tax Exonipl 4 Non-TaxiUlB Buildings
2,868,933
3 UTILITIES (see RSA 83-F:1 V for complato definition)
A Utrnues (Real estate/buMinjs/slrtKtures/macJiineryrdynamos/apparatuVpoleaAivires/Ibilures of all kinds and
descriptions/pipelines etc)
9,118,600
B Diner Utilllles {Total of Section B From Utility Siimmary)
4VIATURE WOOD and TIMBER RSA 79:5
5 VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIOMS aoOl Of Lines 1 H. 2F. 3A. 38 and 4)
TWs fljure ropresants ttie gross sum of all taxable property In your municiparity
106,624,488
6 CortalnDI»al>lBd Veterans RSA 72:36-3 Total » granted
(Paraplegic & Double Amputees Ovming SpeclaBy Adapted Homesteads wilfi VA. Assistance)
7 Improvements to Assist the Deaf RSA 72:M-t) V Tolal # granted
8 Improvements to Assist Persons wttti OlsablllBes RSA 72:37-a Total « granted
9 School DinlngrDormltory/Kitchen Exemption RSA 72:23 IV Total # granted
(Slandard Exemptjon Up To SI 50,000 maximum for each)
Total cvanted
10 Water/Air Pollution Control Exemptions RSA72 12-a '
11 MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUATION OF ALL PROPERTIES (Line 5 minus Unas 6, 7, 8, 9. and 10)
This Dgure will b« used for catajlatjns the total equalized value tor your municipality.
106.624,488
12 Blind Exemption RSA 72:37
Total # granied
Amount grarrted per exempiion
13 Elderly Ex»mption RSA72:39a&b Total #granied 8 256,700
Total # Tsntad
14 Doaf Exemption RSA 72:3W)
Amount granted per exemption
Total # granted
Amount granted per exemption
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NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE AOMWISTRATION
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATKIN
FORM MS-1 FOR 20O9
15 Wood-HMtIng Enwgy Sylterrw exempOon RSA 7270 Total # qrwiHd
17 SoUr Erwrgy Exemption RSA 72:82 Total # granted
IS Wind Powcnd Emrgy Systems Exemption RSA 72:36 Total « granted
1» Additional School Dlnlngrt)ormltory/Kltch«n ExempUon RSA 72:23 IV Total # granted
20 TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS (Sum o< Lines 12-19)
266,700
21 NET VALUATION ON iVHICH THE TAX RATE FOR MUNICIPAL, COUNTY i LOCAL
EOUCATIONTAX IS COMPUTED (Une 11 minus Line 20)
106,357,788
22 Le«s uaiWes (Lint JA) Do NOT Include ttie value o( OTHER utiWos listed on Une 3B.
9,118,500
23 NET VALUATION WITHOUT UTILITIES ON WHICH TAX RATE FOR STATE EDUCATION TAX IS
COMPUTED (Line 21 minus Une 22)
97.239,188
Additional notes (example: update, reval. changee to exemptions, mapping, Increases to value, decreases to value, etc.)
$1500 was received in 2009 for the current use land change tax
2009 revaluation year
Unsure about receiving the flood control money this year, but expect to receive atraut $100,000.
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MEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMMARY INVEMTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS-1 FOR 2009
UTILPTY SUMMARY: ELECTRIC. HYDROELECTRIC, RENEWABLE-tdlSC, NJCLJEAR. 0AS/P1PEUNE, WATER i SEWER
List by inaivWual company/Ieoal enWy »» v»iuallon of oporaiing pisnu employed in irw prodiKtlon. iBitntjuoon and m>n»ml»»<on of etoctrtaty. gu
plp«llne, water and petroleum productj. Include ONLY the nomos o( the companlw Hated on the Inilnjclloii Sh»«ti. (See iMlruaJora page 11)
DOES YOUR MUNICIPAUTY USE THE DRA UTILITY VALUES? YES Q^ NO fx]
IP YES. DO YOU EQUALIZE IT BY THE RATIO? (p)»i»o check approprtate box. If applltaW*! YE3 Q] NO Q
SECTION A: LIST ELECTRIC COMPANIES:
(Atiacfi addrilonal Mwel If needed.) (See Inttnjctlonpsje 11)
2009
VALUATION
NEW ENGL<vWD HYDRO 5,486,200
NH ELECTRIC COOP 1.701,900
NEW ENGLAND POWER CO. 1.550.200
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH 348.200
N E POWER CO 32.100
A1. TOTAL OF ALL ELECTRIC COMPANIES LISTED IN THIS SECTION:
(See matructions page 11 fw tfie names of the llmfted fwmbef of companies)
9.118,800
OAS COMPANIES 1
A2. TOTAL OF ALL GAS COMPANIES LISTED:
(See tf»lruc(»f« page 1 1 for the names of the Rmlted nunil)er of compantes)
WATER a SEWER COM>ANIES {
A3. TOTAL OF ALL WATER & SEWER COMPANIES USTED:
(See instructions page 1 1 for the names of 8ie llmrted numpef of companies)
GRAND TOTAL VALUATION OF ALL A UTILITY COMPANIES (Sum of Lines A1. A2 AND A3).
Tins grand total of all sections must ^ree with the total Bsted on page 2. line 3A.
9,118.600
SECTION B: LIST OTHER UTILITY COMPANIES (Eii;lu<«e telephone companies);




TOTAL OF ALL OTHER COMPANIES LISTED IN THS SECTION B:
Total must agfee with total on Page 2. Una 3B.




NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMMARY INVEVTORY OF VALUATION
FORM fc(S-1 FOR 20O9
TAX CREDITS UMITS
NUMBER OF
INDIVIDUALS ESTIMATED TAX CREDITS
RSA 72:a V«twBn»' Tix Cndlt / Ootloral Vaterara- Tax Credit
300 63 18.900$50 Slindan) Credll
Ml up to S5Q0 upon adoption by aty w town
RSA 72:29-« Survlvinq ?0OWJ«
700
ThB suvMng spouse ol any p«raon wtio was klll«a Of (t»a wfiNs on
active chity in the amea (Cfces ol lh« Unlloo Stales..."
$700 Stina»rt CrMlt
$701 up to $2,000 upon adoptkxi by city or town
RSA 72:J5 Tajc Credit for Sflrv1c«-Conn«ctoa Total DteaWlitv
700 3 2,100
"Any pareon wtio has been twnocBCly discfiarged from tns military
service o< ttie Uniefl Stales and wtio Has lotal and pemianent seivice-
oofinecteO disat*ty, or wtio a a doutHe amputee or paraptegic because
o« Mrvtoe-oonnecJsd injitfy .
•
$700 Standard Credit
$701 up to $2,000 upon adoption by city or town
TOTAL NUMBER AND AMOUNT
• r boCi husband & wif^Anvil umon awm quality tor Ihe credit may (»uil aa 2
' V somaond la Qwig at a HMicjanoo suon «a broU^r & mstw. and ona qjalillas. ccx^ ajl.nolom-half
66 21,000










ELDERLY EXEMPTION REPORT • RSA 72:39-a |




TOTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS GRANTED AN ELDERLY EXEMPTION FOR
THE CURRENT YEAR 3, TOTAL AMOUNT OF EXEMPTION GRANTED








65-74 20.000 65-74 2 40.000 40.000
75-79 30,000 75-79
80 <• 40.000 80 4 6 240,000 226,700








MARRIEDrciV L UNION PARTNER
35,000
COMMUNITY REVITALIZATION TAX RELIEF INCENTIVE RSA 79-E
dJ nn NUMBER ADOPTED
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NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMVIARY INVENTORY Of VALUATION
FORM MS- 1 FOR 2000






OTHER CURRENT USE STATISTICS TOTAL NUMBER OF
ACRES
FARMLAND 274.96 86.817 RECEIVING 20% RECREATION ADJUSTMENT 3.690.41
FOREST LAND 6,693.24 830,742
REMOVED FROM CURRENT USE DURING






LAND 20.30 400 TOTAL NUMBER
WETLAND 180.37 3,226 TOTAL NUMBER OF OWNERS IN CURRENT USE 132
TOTAL
(must match page 2)
9,432.94 1,019.233
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARCELS IN CURRENT USE 199
L>ND USE CHANGE TAX |




ALLOCATION; PERCENTAGE and;or DOLLAR AtiWUNT
MONIES TO CONSERVATION FUND
MONIES TO GENERAL FUND










FARMLAND 18,00 8.120 RECEIVING 20% RECREATION ADJUSTMENT 53.29
FOREST LAND 0.00






UNO aoo TOTAL NUMBER
WETLAND OOO
TOTAL NUMBER OF OWNERS IN CONSERVATION
RESTRICTION 1
TOTAL 53.29 7,788
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARCELS IN CONSERVATION
RESTRICTION
1
DISCRETIONARY EASEMENTS • RSA 79-C |
TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES IN
DISCRETIOMARY EASEMENTS




ae-: Go« Course, Ball Pa/K Race Track, efc)
0.00
ASSESSED VALUATION
'^ .": ' ..' .. - - -
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I MS-1
NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUmiARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS-1 FOR 2O09
DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION EASEMENTS - RSA79-0
HIMorte Agricultural Structum
TOTAL NUMBER OF STRUCTURES IN
DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION
EASEMENTS
OESCRIPTKDN OF DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION EASEMENTS GRANTED:
(Le., Bams, SII09 elc)
MAP a LOT - PERCENTAGE GRANTED





TOTAL NUMBER OF OVWdERS
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICTS
RSA 162-K
(Se« Tax Incrvment Finance Dist Tab for InstnjctiorYS}
Date of AdoptJon/ModlflcatkM
Origir^ assessed value
+ Unrctalned captwwl sss«ssecl value
= Amourts used or page 2 (tax rates)
+ Retainad captured asjewed value
Current assessed value
LIST REVENUES RECEIVED FROM
PAYMENTS IN UEU OF TAX
Amounts Isted below sdould not be Included in assessed
vahjalloo column on page 2.
MUNICIPALITY
UST SOURCE(S) OF PAYMENT
In Lieu of Taxes
Number of Acres
Slale a Federal Forest Land. Recrealiofl, andj'of Flood Conlrc*
Und from S4S-4. acct 1356 & 3157. Z910.00
White Mountain NallorsI Foresl. Onlyr acct. 31 68,
0,00
Other from MS-4. acct, 3186 2.185 PILT
Other frwn MS-4. acct. 31M
Ottwr from MS-4. acct 3186
Otner from MS-4. acct 318«
Other from MS-4. acct 3136
Other from MS-4. acct. 3196
Other from MS-«. acct 3188
Other from MS-4, sect. 31 B6
TOTALS of account 3186 (Exduda WMNF) S 2,185 .
• RSA 3e2-A:6. was reinstatad, effectwe 4/1^009, This statute allows mtrwopalrttes to enlsr Into payment in lieu of Bk agreemeno wttfi sma* scakj
power facilrties. IHowever. tnese new PILOT agfe«mants are also taxable under RSA B3-F.
Questions r©gardlf>g th«se 'aws p*ease consult with the DRA Utility Tax Appraiser at (603) 271-2687.
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APPROPRIATIONS, REVENUES AND TAX RATE
APPROPRIATIONS 2009 REVENUES 2009
Executive 41,750
Election, Reg & Vital Stats 42,943
Financial Administration 5,620
Revaluation of Property 42,970
Legal Expense 5,000
Personnel Admin. 15,500
Planning & Zoning 4,450






Emergency Management 1 ,475
Highvi^ays & Streets 255.902
Bridges 1,365,000
Street Lighting 3,600
Reconstruction of Highways 46,829
Solid Waste Disposal 75,477
Water Services 123,532
Health Agencies, Hosp. & Other 4,038
Vendor Payments & Other 5.000
Parks & Recreation 4,238
Library 28,000
Patriotic Purposes 800
Other Conservation 1 75
Int. on Tax Anticipation Notes 1 ,000
Improvements other than bidgs.
Machine, Vehicle & Equip. 128,200
To Capital Resen/e Funds 91 .500











TOTAL TAX RATE 19.22
Land Use Change Taxes 1,500
Timber Taxes 9,541
Interest/Penalties 26,272
Excavation Activity Tax 521
Business Licenses & Permits 4,138
Town Clerk Fees 150,027
Other Licenses. Permits, Fees 4,110
Other Charges 3,579
Shared Revenue
Meals & Rooms 48,557
Highway Block Grant 46,829
State. Fed Forest Land Reimb. 4,748
FIcxDd Control Reimb. 32,252
Other (Including Railroad Tax) 1,092,000
From Other Governments 136,500
Income from Depts, 1,191
Sale of Municipal Property 4,913
Misc. Revenue 10,332
Ottier (Ferrin Fund Interest) 19,354
Water (offset) 123,532
From Capital Resen/e Funds 158,200
From Trust & Agency Funds 136,500
TOTAL REVENUES 2,014,596
Voted from Surplus 22,500
Surplus used to reduce taxes








AT TIME OF PRINTING
THE 2009 RATIO
HAD NOT BEEN SET.
82.3%
2008 RATIO
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TOWN OWNED PROPERTY
Map Lot Sub St Namo BIdgVal Feat Val Land Vai Acres
OOOOOV 000062 000000 NEW CHESTER ROAD Oi 0; 29500 0.35
OOOOOV 000074
OOOOOV 000076
OOOOOO ; NEW CHESTER ROAD











OOOOOO NEW CHESTER ROAD
[












0.51OOOOOV 000060 OOOOOO NEW CHESTER ROAD : 0^ o' 30400





0.65OOOOOV 000086 OOOOOO NEW CHESTER ROAD j
OOOOOV 000087 000000 NEW CHESTER ROAD _^ o; o[ 11100 0.62
' "0.62OOOOOV 000088 000000 NEW CHESTER ROAD | 0' o; 11100
OOOOOV 000089
i
000000 NEW CHESTER ROAD '







OOOOOV 000091 OOOOOO NEW CHESTER ROAD 10800 0.47
OOOOOV 000092 OOOOOO NEW CHESTER ROAD 10800 0.47
OOOOOV 000093 IOOOOOO NEW CHESTER ROAD 0' 0' 10800 0.48
OOOOOV '000094 OOOOOO NEW CHESTER ROAD 10800 0.48
OOOOOV ,000095 OOOOOO NEW CHESTER ROAD 10700 0.41
OOOOOV !OO00S3 ! 000000 COMMERCE STREET ^ 79900 47800 0.2
OOOOOV ;O000S6 IOOOOOO NH ROUTE 3A 57900 800^
OOOOOV J OOOOTT 000001 NH ROUTE 3A i °i 42700 L.-. 2
OOOOOV 1 OOOOTT 000002 NH ROUTE 3A o; o| 80500 5
OOOOOV OOOOTT 000003 NH ROUTE 3A Ol 0: 58300
I-
2
OOOOOV OOOOTT 000004 CRESCENT STREET 0' 2800! 106200. 6
r 3
12
OOOOOV ; OOOOTT [000005 NH ROUTE 3A qi 0' 60500
208000OOOOOV OOOOTT 000006 CRESCENT STREET 965500' 5800^
OOOOOV : OOOOTT ,000006 1 NEW CHESTER ROAD Oi 8600!
OOOOOV OOOOTT 000006
:
NEW CHESTER ROAD 464600! 40001

























0000R3 000012 ! 000000 ^BOROUGH ROAD











260000R6 000027 OOOOOO i DEARBORN ROAD 88900
0000R6 000040 OOOOOO
:
NH ROUTE 3A 7100 117600 46.5
0000R7 000003 OOOOOO ! MURRAY HILL ROAD 20400 4.1
0O00R8 000023 OOOOOO : KENNISTON ROAD 27800 20
OO00R9 000051 OOOOOO 'OLD TOWN ROAD 10800 1.2
OO0OR9 000056 OOOOOO NH ROUTE 3A oi 3900 0.46
0O0R10 000007 OOOOOO 1 MURRAY HILL ROAD [ Oi
000R10 000029 'oO0BLD;NH ROUTE 3A ' l""" ""o""
60OO 54700 1.4
10000
0OOR12 000007 ; GRAVEL CLOUGH ROAD









000R13 000008 ^OOOOOO TIOGA ROAD 600, 38000
)
0.3
000R13 000009 OOOOOO TIOGA ROAD o| 37100 5.5
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2009 TOWN MEETING MINUTES SUMMARY
POLLS OPENED: 1 1 :00 am Tuesday, March 10, 2009
At the Hill Public Library-, 30 Crescent Street By: Moderator, Gerard Desrochers
.\RTICLE 1: To choose all necessar>- Town officials for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of adoption ofAmendment No; 1 as proposed by the planning board
for tlie town zoning ordinance as follows: amend the floodplain development ordinance to comply with
requirements of the National Flood Insurance Program?
The more significant proposed changes include the addition of a purpose section and the inclusion of
several new definitions. TTie tloodplain ordinance requires that all structures placed in designated flood
areas meet federal, state and local standards and be constructed by methods and practices that
minimize flood damage and maintain the flood carrying capacity of the waterway. The proposed
amendments ai'e required for the town to renaain eligible to participate in the National Flood Insurance
Program.
PASSED BY BALLOT VOTE YES = 79 NO = 1
5
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 to amend Article VIII Section E:4 of the Hill
Zoning Ordinance to conform with recent Supreme Court decisions regarding the hardship criterion for
variances'?
Specifically, two categories of variances are recognized. The hardship criterion for dimensional
variances (variances related to dimensional characteristics of lots or structures) requires that the
applicant demonstrate special conditions of the property exist making a variance necessary and that the
benefit sought by the applicant cannot be achieved by some other reasonably feasible method that
would not impose an undue financial burden.
If the request is for a use not allowed under the zoning ordinance (use variance), the applicant must
demonstrate that the zoning restriction interferes with the reasonable use of the property, that no fair
and substantia] relationship exists between the general purposes of the zoning ordinance and the
specific restriction on the property and that the variance would not injure the public or pris'ate rights of
others.
PASSED BY BALLOT VOTE YES = 74 NO = 1
6
POLLS CLOSED: 7:00 pm BY: Moderator, Gerard Desrochers
Registered Voters on Checklist: 754
Ballots Cast: 104 7%of registered voters
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MEETING OPENED: 7:00 PM BY: Moderator. Gerard Desrochers
PLEDGE OF ALLEGL\NCE LED BY: Boy Scout. Michael Rhatigan from Troop #370
ELECTION RESULTS READ BY: Moderator, Gerard Desrochers
VOTERS PRESENT: 147
RECOGNITIONS PRESENTED: A certificate of appreciation was presented to Warren Batchelder
for 27 years of volunteering to maintain the flowers and plants in the Town at the Veterans monument,
watering trough near the Hill Store as well as at the sign near Route 3A.
"Thank you for keeping our Town beautiful"
Fire Chief Matthew Desrochers presented William Machado with a plaque of appreciation for 30
years of dedication to the Hill Fire Department. A certificate of appreciation was also presented to
Joan Machado, Bill's wife, for her dedication and support to tlie Fire Department also.
A tliank you was expressed to Cadette Girl Scout Troop #21005 for offering fre« babysitting during the
School District Meeting as well as the Town Meeting.
RESOLUTION OF TIED ELECTED POSITIONS: Pursuant to RSA 669:36 the winner shall be
determined by lot by the town clerk.
Trustee of Trust Funds 2 year term - 4 way write-in tie
Name drawn by Town Clerk pursuant to RSA 669:36 = Gary David
Trustee of Trust Funds 3 year term - 7 way write-in tie
Name drawn by Town Clerk pursuant to RSA 669:36 = Dan Phelps
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for the general
municipal operations, exclusive of individual and special warrant articles:
.'^pprop. Selectmen Budget Comm Amendments
2008 2009 2009
Executive $41,750 $43,268 $41,750
Town Clerk $42,943 $46,404 $42,943
Tax Collector $6,220 $5,620 $5,620
Reval of Property $17,310 $12,970 SI 2.970
Legal Expenses $5,000 $5,000 $5,000
Personnel Admin. $13,150 $15,150 $15,500
Planning & Zoning $3,000 $4,445 $4,450
Gen. GoM. Bldg. $26,384 $26,384 $26,384
Cemeteries $2,300 $2,000 $2,300
Insurance $12,350 $12,650 $12,650
Police $69,264 $70,544 $64,000
Ambulance $23,444 $17,931 $17,931
Fire $55,467 $50,000 $50,000
Emergency Management $1,475 $1,475 $1,475
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Highways & Streets $247,532 S255.902 $255,902
Street Lighting $3,600 $3,600 $3,600
Recon. of Highways $46,572 $46,829 $46,829
Solid Waste Disposal $74,975 $75,477 $75,477
Water Services $114,182 $123,532 $123,532
Health Agencies $3,904 $4,038 $4,038
Welfare $5,000 $5,000 $5,000
Parks & Recreation $4,195 $4,238 $4,238
Libran' $24,921 $26,372 $28,000
Patriotic Purposes $800 $800 $800
Conservation $400 $400 $175





TOTAL OPER.'VTING BUDGET |$85U09J
MOVED: Selectman, Michael Brady SECOND: Selectman. .John Lynch
Note: The individual departmental amounts do not total $851,209 - No amendments or
mention of the difference was made at Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 3 PASSED as MOVED for the total sum of $85U09
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $69,000 to be
deposited into the following capital reser\'e funds, as indicated. Recommended by the Selectmen and
Budget Committee.
Fire Heavy Equipment: $20,000
Police Heavy Equipment $ 2,000
Road Improvements $20,000
Wellhead Protection .Area $ 1,000
Highway Heavy Equipment $20,000
Revaluation of Properties $ 5,000
Transfer Station Improvements $ 1,000
MOVED: Selectman, .Tohn Lvnch SECOND: Selectman, Mark Dow
AMENDMENT: Reduce the total amount to $49,000 by reducing the Fire Heav^ Equipment by
$10,000 and reducing the Highway Heavy Eqtiipment by $10,000.
AMENT)MENT MOVED & SECONDED AMENDMENT FAILED as MOVED
ARTICLE 4 PASSED as originally MOVED for the Sum of $69,000
ARTICLE 5: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate tlie simi of $1,365,000 for the
purpose of construction and any related expenses incurred with the replacement of the Borough Rd.
Bridge. $1,092,000 (80% of the cost of this project) is to come from the State ofNew Hampshire
Bridge Aid Program, with SI 36.500 (10%) from the Bridge Repair & Replacement Expendable Trust
fund and $136,500 (10?'b) to be received fh)m the town of Bristol. This will be a non-lapsing
appropriation and will not lapse until the biidge is complete or December 31. 2014. Recommended by
the Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee. (Majority vote required ).Recommended by the Board
of Selectmen and Budget Committee.
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In tlie event that the town of Bristol does not pass a similar warrant article for this project: To see if the
town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,365,000 for the purpose of construction and any
related expenses incurred with the replacement of the Borough Rd. Bridge. $1,092,000 (80% of the
cost of this project) is to come from the State of New Hampshire Bridge .\id Program, with $174,000
to come from the Bridge Repair & Replacement E.\pendable Trust Fund and $99,000 to be raised
through general ta.\ation.
MOVED: Selectman, Michael Brady SECOND: Selectman, John Lynch
DISCUSSION: Selectman Brady explained since the Town of Bristol did pass fiinding for $134,000
the second paragraph of this article was irrelevant.
ARTICLE 5 PASSED as MOVED
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to withdraw $19,354 from the Edwn W. Ferrin Memorial
Trust as per the trust document to be deposited in the General Fund to offset the General Government
Expenses.
MOVED: Selectman, Mark Dow SECOND: Selectman, Michael Brady
ARTICLE 6 PASSED as MOVED
ARTICLE 7: To see if the To\vn will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of S22,500 to be added to
the Road Improvement Capital Resen'e Fund previously established. This sum to come from tlie
unreser\ed ftmd balance (surplus) and no amount to be raised from taxation. Recommended by the
Selectmen and Budget Committee.
MOVED: Selectman, John Ljuch SECOND: Selectman, Michael Brady
ARTICLE 7 PASSED as MO\TED
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town wU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $28,200 for the
purchase of a new police cruiser and authorize the withdrawal of $28,200 from the Pohce Heavy
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose. Recommended by the Selectmen and
Budget Committee
MOVED: Selectman, Michael Brady SECOND: Selectman. John Lwch
AMENDMENT: The 1999 cruiser to be traded or sold by tlie best method detemuned by the Board of
Selectmen.
AMENDMENT MOVED & SECONDED AMENDMENT PASSED as MOVED
DISCUSSION: The new cruiser is anticipated to be a 2009 ChcAy Tahoe 4X4.
ARTICLE 8 PASSED as AMENDED
ARTICLE 9: To see if tlie Town will vote to raise and appropriate tlie sum of $30,000 for a to\\n
wide cyclical update of properties and authorize the withdrawal of $30,000 from the Revaluation of
Properties Capital Reser\'e Fund created for tliat purpose. Reconmiended by the Selectmen and Budget
Committee.
MOVED: Selectman. Mark Dow SECOND: Selectman, Michael Brady
ARTICLE 9 PASSED as MOVED
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ARTICLE 10: (Submitted by Petition) To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $100,000 to pui-chase and equip a used fire engine and authorize llie withdrawal of $100,000 from
the Fire Heavy Equipment capital reserve fund created for this purpose. Not recommended by
Selectmen. Recommended by Budget Committee.
MOVED: Fire Chief, Matthew Desrochers SECOND: Bill Machado
AMENDMENT: To create a committee to work with the Fire Chief on purchasing this \'ehicle. The
committee is to include 1 selectman, 2 members of the fire department, 2 members of the public and '.
members of tlie budget committee.
AMENDMENT MOVED: Selectman, John Lynch AMENDMENT SECONDED: Bob Dupuis
AMENDMENT FAILED as MOVED
ARTICLE 10 PASSED as originally MOVED
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to appoint the Board of Selectmen to expend from the
WelEiead Protection Area Capital Reserve Fimd.
MOVED: Selectman. Michael Brady SECOND: Selectman, John Lynch
DISCUSSION: Water Commissioner, Gerard Desrochers explained tliat according to state standards
the water commission is required to hold easements ofany area within a 400 foot radius of the
wellliead protection area. The Water Commissioners are working toward acquiring such easements.
ARTICLE 11 PASSED as MOVED
MEETING .\DJOURNED: 9: 1 5 PM by Moderator, Gerard Desrochers
SW^EARING IN OF ELECTED OFFICLALS PRESENT WAS PERFORMED
by TowTi Clerk, Desiree L. Mahurin upon the adjournment of the meeting.
Registered Voters present: 147 19% of registered voters present
BIDGET SUMMARY: AMENDMENT PASSED $
ARTICLES Operating Budget 851209







-ARTICLES Borough Rd Bridge 1.365,000
ARTICLE? To Roads from Surplus 22,500
ARTICLE 8 Police Cruiser 28,200
.ARTICLE 9 Revaluation 30,000
ARTICLE 1 Used Fire Truck (by petition) 1 00,000
TOTAL RECOMMENDED & PASSED 2,465,909
Note: ARTICLE 3 - Tbe individual departmental amounts do not total S851^09 -
No amendments or mention of the difference was made at Town Meeting.
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
m Nonh M.in Srr.Pt . CnnrnrH . New Hamr^Bhirg . m^^X-'^M^ . 60V27.5-6996 . FAX-;24-l^S0
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR'S REPORT
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hill
Hill. New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major fund and the aggregate remaining
fimd information ofthe Town ofHillasof and for the fiscal year ended December 3 1 , 2008, which coUecUvxIy comprise the Town's
basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the To-ma of Hill's
management Otir responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica. Those standards
require that -ax plan and perform the audit to obta.in reasonable assuraiKc about whether the financial statements are ftee of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidcttcc supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing d\e accounting principles used and significant estituatcs made by management as well as
CN'ahiating the overall financial statement prcsentatioit We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opmions.
The goveiiuueul-wide statement ofnet assets does not include any of the Town's capital assets nor the accumulated depreciation on
those assets, and the govenunent-widc statement of activities does not include deprsciation expense related to those assets. These
amounts have not been detennined. Therefore, in our opinion, die financial statements referred to above do not present fairly the
respective financial position of tlie govcminental activities of the Town ofHiU at December 31 , 2008, and the respective changes in
financial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accoimting principles generally accepted in the United Stales of
America,
Also, in our opinion, the fmancial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position
of each major fimd and the aggregate remaining fund information of die Town of Hill as ofDecember 31, 2008, and the respective
changes in financial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in tbc United
States ofAmerica.
The budgetary comparison information are not a required pan of the basic financial statements, but are supplementar>' information
required by accoimting principles generally accepted in die United States ofAmerica. Wc have applied certain limited procedures,
which consisted principally of inqiurics of management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the required
supplementary informatioit Howi:>'cr, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it.
The Town of Hill has not presented a management's discussion and analysis that accotmting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America have determined is necessary to supplement, although not required to be part of the basic financial
statements.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of fonning opinions on the financial statements that collectively conyDrise the Town of Hill
basic financial statements. The combiniiig and individual fund schedules are presented for purposes ofadditional analysis and are not
a required part of the basic financial statctucnts. They have been subjected to the auditing procedures apphcd in the audit ofthe basic










FOR THE YEAR ENDEMG JUNE 30, 2009
ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17, 2010
7:00 P.M.
AMSDEN AUDITORIUM
JENNIE D. BLAKE SCHOOL
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HILL SCHOOL DISTRICT REPORT
INDEX
StafiFDirectory
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Principal's Report
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Budget ofthe School District - Form MS-27
HiU Tuition Student List -201 0-11
POLICY OF NON DISCRIMINATION
It is the policy of the School Administrative Unit Ei^teen School Board, the Franklin Board of
Education, and the Hill School Board not to discriminate in their educational programs,
activities, or emplojTnent practices on the basis of race, language, sex, age or handicapping
conditions, under the provisions of Title VI and EK of the 1972 Educational Amendments,
Section 504 of the Rehabihtation Act of 1973, and the Education of Handicapped Children's Act
of 1976.
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HILL SCHOOL DISIRIC I
2009-10
SCHOOL BOARD
Shelly Henry 11 i'oni Dooiey " 12
DISTRICT OFFICERS
Karen ilildreth "10




Jo Ellen Divoll. Superintendent of Schools
Wayne VanGorden, Principal
INSTRUCTIONAL AND SUPPORT STAFF
*RaeAnn Campbell Kindergarten
*Anna Edwardson Grade 1
*Kimberly Dickison Grade 2
*Jillian Walker Grade 3
*Aimee Pelletier Grade 4 & 5
*Jason Frekot Grade 6
*Wayne VanGorden Principal
*Rebecca Fredette Integration Specialist




Judy Stoecklin Speech & Language
Merryl Goldman Instructional Assistant
Deb Jones Instructional Assistant
Pamela Desrochers Instructional Assistant
George Mansfield Instructional Assistant
Ginny Litalien C.O.T.A.
*Rachel Twombly School Secretary
*Kim Stone Lunch Program Director
* Vincent Fortin Custodian
*Indicates Full Time Staff Member
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TABLE OF REGISTRATION AND ATTENDANCE
For Year Ending June 30, 2009
Total Number of Pupils 166
Average Daily Attendance 76.4 %
Average Daily Membership 80.01%
Percent of Attendance 95.5 %
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AS OF FEBRUARY 1, 2010
SCHOOLS
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total
Jennie D. Blake School




21 16 9 15 61
TOTALS 12 11 15 10 11 10 10 12 14 21 16 9 15 166
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Town of Hill, New Hampshire
Annual Scliool District Meeting
Marcli 18, 2009
Minutes of Meeting
The Annual School District Meeting was called to order at 7:09 PM, Wednesday, March 18,
2009 by Moderator Gerard Desrochers.
Seated at tlie front table: Arthur Ellis, hiterim Business Administrator, Amy Cammack,
Assistant Superintendent; Jo Ellen DivoU, Superintendent; Cathy Viau, School District Clerk;
Toni Dooley, School Board Member; Shelly Henr>', School Board Chairperson; Wayne
VanGorden, School Principal; Gerald Desrochers, Moderator, Edward Lawson, Attorney.
Warrant articles were read as posted.
ARTICLE 1: TO SEE If the School District will accept the reports of agents, auditors,
committees or offices as written in the Annual Report.
A motion was made by Shelly Henry and seconded by Toni Dooley to accept the reports of
agents, auditors, committees or offices as written in the Annual Report.
Motion passed on a voice vote
ARTICLE 2: TO CHOOSE Agents and Committees in relation to any subject embraced in
this warrant.
A motion was made by Shelly Henry and seconded by Toni to choose Agents and Committees in
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
Motion passed on a voice vote
ARTICLE 3: TO SET the salaries of the School Board and other officers or agents of the
District or talie any other actions in relation thereto.
A motion was made by Shelly Henr\' and seconded by Toni Dooley to set the salaries of the
School Board and other officers or agents of the District as follows:
School Board Chairman 450
School Board Member 400
Moderator 1
5
School District Clerk 50
School District Treasurer 525
Motion passed on a voice vote
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ARTICLE 4: TO SEE IF the District will vote to raise and appropriate three thousand five
hundred dollars ($3^00) to be added to the Special Education Fund, an established
expendable trust fund. (The School Board and Budget Committee recommend approval of
this appropriation.) (Majority vote required.)
Shelly Henry moved and Toni Dooley seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of Three
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($3,500) to be added to the Special Education Trust Fund, an
established expendable trust fund.
AMMENDMENT:
Shelly Henry motioned and Toni Dooley seconded that the sum ofup to Three Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars ($3,500) to be added to the Special Education Trust Fund, an established
expendable trust fund, come from the undesignated balance fund of June 30, 2009,
Discussion was held regarding the wording of this article.
Article 4 as amended was passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 5: TO SEE if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the budget
committee's recommended amount of $1,875,154 for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries for the school district officials and agents, and for the repayment of the
statutory obligations of the District. The school board recommends 51,890,154. This
article does not Include appropriations voted in other warrant articles. (Majority Vote
Required).
Shelly Henry moved and Toni Dooley seconded to raise and appropriate the budget committee's
recommended amount of $1,875,154 for the support of schools, for the pa^Tnent of salaries for
the school district officials and agents, and for the repayment of the statutory obligations of the
District. The school board recommends $1,890,154. This article does not include appropriations
voted in other warrant articles.
ORIGINAL AMMENDMENT:
Nlr. Osmer motioned and Mr. Lynch seconded to raise and appropriate $1,830,000 ($60,154 less
than the original recommendation made by the school board) for the support of the schools, for
the salaries of the school district officials, teachers, employees and agents, and for the support of
statutory obligations of the District. This article does not include appropriations voted in other
warrant articles.
Discussion was held regarding the proposed increase.
The amendment passed bv ballot vote (77 in favor and 19 against).
l"" AMMENDMENT:
Mrs. Jones motioned and Mrs. Joyce seconded to raise and appropriate $1,855,000 ($35,154 less
than the original recommendation made by the school board) for the support of the schools, for
the salaries of the school district officials, teachers, employees and agents, and for the support of
statutory obligations of the District This article does not include appropriations voted in other
warrant articles.
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Discussion was held regarding the proposed increase.
The second amendment to Article 5 was defeated by voice vote.
3rd AMMENDMENT:
Paula McDonough motioned and Mr. Osmer seconded to raise and appropriate $1,731,390
($108,764 less than the original recommendation made by the school board) for the support of
the schools, for the salaries of the school district officials, teachers, employees and agents, and
for the support of statutory obligations of the District. This article does not include
appropriations voted in other warrant articles.
Discussion was held regarding the proposed increase.
The second amendment to Article 5 vyas defeated bv voice vote
Motion was made and seconded to go back to the original amendment
The Original ."kmendment: To raise and appropriate $1,830,000 ($60,154 less than the original
recommendation made by the school board) for the support of tlae schools, for the salaries of the
school district officials, teachers, employees and agents, and for the support of statutory
obligations of the District. Tlois article does not include appropriations voted in other warrant
articles.
.\rticle 5. to read as amended, was passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 6: To transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Mr. Osmer moved and Mr. Lynch seconded not to transact any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
Motion passed on a voice vote
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HILL SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
2010
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Hill quahfied to vote in District
affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE HILL TOWN HALL IN SAID
DISTRICT ON THE SEVENTEENTH OF MARCH 2010 AT 7:00 P.M. TO ACT ON
THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES:
ARTICLE #1 TO SEE if the School District will accept the reports of agents,
auditors, committees or offices as written in the Annual Report.
ARTICLE #2 TO CHOOSE Agents and Committees in relation to any subject
embraced in this warrant.
ARTICLE #3 TO SET the salaries of the School Board and other officers or agents
of the District or take any other action in relation thereto.
ARTICLE #4 TO SEE ifthe District will vote to raise and appropriate the budget
committee's recommended amount of S 1,710,504 for the support
of schools, for the payment of salaries for the school district officials
and agents, and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the
District. The school board recommends $1,710,504. This article
does not include appropriations voted in other warrant articles.
(Majority vote required)
ARTICLE #5 To transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting.
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Hill School District Warrant
2010
Page Two
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REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
General Comments: It is important for all the staff at Jennie D. Blake Elementar>' School to
know that the community' support their efforts in pro\'iding a qviaht>' education to the children in
Hill. It is because of this support that the teachers remain so dedicated to the students.
Staff: All teachers at Jennie D. Blake Elementary School are properly certified and considered to
be "Highly Qiiahfied" under the requirements set foru'ard by the state of New Hampshire for
elementar>' schools. Teachers are responsible for maintaining their certification requirements in
order to be employed in public schools. We currently ha\'e three facidtj' members with Masters of
Education degrees, one faculty member completing her Masters degree and two faculty members
working toward their Masters Degrees. In addition to our HQ Teachers we have two classroom
assistants with Paraprofessional I certification and one assistant working with Title 1 and Special
Education students who holds Paraprofessional n certification, Tliis speaks strongly of the
dedication and professionalism existing in this faculty'.
Theme & Climate: Programs such as PBIS (Positive Beha-vioi Interv'entions and Support) have
greatly improved the climate of JDBS. Over the four years we have been using the PBIS model
our beha\aor issues have decreased by 87% (204 disciplinary referrals in 2006/07 down to 27
disciplinary referrals in 2009/10), The students are being held to and are meeting the expectations
of being respectful, responsible and safe.
Curriculum: The faculty and staff of the Jennie D. Blake Elementary School beheve that the
curriciilum should focus on the New Hampshire Grade Level Equivalency Standards for each
grade level, and diat through Differentiated Instruction techniques aU students should be able to
learn at the appropriate grade level. Data collected through NECAP, M-AP, DIBEL and other
formative assessments is used to guide the instruction which takes place ia the classroom (i.e. the
goals for differentiation). This year the faculty- initiated "goal setting parent'teacher conferences"
using the collected data to infonn parents of their child's successes and challenges. This form of
conference helps the parent understand w^here their child is and what the expectations and needs
are to get them where they need to be at the end of the year. We continue our work ia reading and
mathematics interventions to remediate and challenge our students. Through Title I funding we
have also added a Mathematics tutorial time after school for those students meeting Title I
requirements.
Facility: We recently replaced the hot water heater in the kitchen when it stopped functioning.
The building is showing other signs of maintenance needs, such as warping floors and tile
separations, old and discolored paint in the rooms and halls and an exterior wall that continually
peels paint. We also must begin looking at our future population and plan for changes needed for
students with disabihties. We maintain an aimual cycle of sprinkler system inspection as well as
inspections of fire extinguishers and the alarm system. The furnace and air-handler systems are
also on an aimual inspection and maintenance schedule.
Conclnsion: Tlie smdents at Jennie D. Blake Elementary School continue to receive a quahty
education shown by our maintaining a positive AYP stams. A more important measure is shown
by the expressions on the faces of the students when they receive deser\'ed recognition for the
annual science expo project, the power point portfolio at the end of sixth grade, the contributions
to the local food pantiy, for the completion of daily assignments, and for being in a welcoming,




96 TOWN OF HILL
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT EIGHTEEN ANNUAL SALARIES
5alar>' for Superintendent:
July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2010 $ 91,928.00




Salary for Assistant Superintendent:
July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2010 $ 68,978.00




Salary for Business Administrator:
July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2010 $ 70,128.00




Salary for Information Technology Coordinator
July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2010 $ 68,978.00




2009 ANNUAL REPORT 97
Pursuant to RSA 32:1 1-a "Each school district shall provide in its annual rqjort an accounting of








1200 Special Education 66,100.99 78,707.37
1220 Summer SPED 0.00 2.153.00
21 39 Pupil Semces Phj^s. Therapv 0.00
2140 Pupil Ser\ices Psychological Services 0.00 2,750.51
2152 Pupil Sendees Speech 37,546.54 50.570.25
2153 Pupil Services Audiology 382.99 179.90
2162 Pupil Smnces Phys. Therapy 0.00
2 1 63 Pupil SerNices Occupational Therapy 2,814.16 4,911.66







IDEA Grant 24350.00 24.350.00
Pre-School Grant 0.00 1,015.15
Catastrophic .\id 0.00
Medicaid Reimbursement 2070.33 2,428.97
Special Education Portion of Adequacy Grant
TOTAL 27.794.12







































































TUITION OTHER LEA IN N.H.
TUITION MIDDLE
TUITION HIGH






























ADDTL EQUIP - GENERAL ED
ADDTL EQUIP - READING
Increase
(Decrease)







































10-1 100-733-0- IS ADDTL FURNITURE GENERAL ED
10-11 00-734-0-00 NEW COMPUTERS & COMPUTER
10-1100-735-0-12 REPL EQUIP - MUSIC
10-1100-735-0-16 REPL EQUIP-COMPUTER
10-1100-735-0-18 REPL EQUIP-GERNAL ED
Total 1100: Regular Education
Increase
(Decrease)





TOTAL 1100: REGULAR PROGRAMS 1,119,130 1,122,881 3751
1 0-1 21 0-1 11 -0-00 SALARY SPED ADMINISTRATION
10-1210-1 12-0-00 SPECIAL ED. TEACHER SALARY
10-1210-114-0-00 SALARY SPED TEACHER ASSIST
10-1210-21 1-0-00 HEALTH INSURANCE - SPED
10-1210-212-0-00 DENTAL- SPED
10-1210-21 3-0-00 LffE INS-SPED
10-1 21 0-220-0-00 PICA- SPECIAL EDUCATION




10-1210-322-0-00 PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT - SPED
10-1210-330-0-00 PURCHASED SERVICES
10-1210-561-1-00 TUITION TO LEAS'S IN STATE
10-1210-561-2-00 TUITION OTHER LEA IN N.H
10-1210-561-3-00 TUITION OTHER LEA IN N.H
10-1210-563-2-00 TUITION TO PRIVATE SCHOO
10-1210-563-3-00 TUITION TO PRIVATE SOURC
10-1210-580-0-00 TRAVEL-SPECIAL ED
10-1210-610-0-00 SUPPLIES SPECIAL ED
10-121 0-64 1 -0-00 BOOKS/PRINT MATERIA-SP ED
10-1210-650-0-00 SOFTV\'ARE-SPED
10- 121 0-8 10-0-00 DUES & FEES
Total 1210: Special Education
10-1220-112-0-00 TEACHER SALARIES-E.S.Y.
10-1210-114-0-00 TEACHER ASST. SALARIES E.S.Y.
10-1220-220-0-00 FICA-E.S.Y.
10-1220-610-0-00 Supplies-Summer School
Total 1220: Sammer Special Ed
TOTAL 1200: SPECLU. PROGRAMS
10-1410-323-0-00 PUPIL SERVICES CO-CURRICULAR
Total 1410: Co-Curricular
TOTAL 1400: OTHER PROGRAMS
10-2112-111 -0-00 TRUANT OFFICER



































1 0-2 1 22- 1 1 2-0-00 SALARY GUIDANCE




10-2122-330-0-00 GUIDANCE PURCHASED SERVICE
10-2122-610-0-00 SUPPLIES GUIDANCE
















REPAIR & MAINT - NURSING
SUPPLIES NURSING
BOOKS/PRINT MAT-NURSING
REPL EQUIP - NURSING
Total 2134: Nursing
10-2140-330-0-00 PUPIL SERVICES PSYCHOLOGICAL
Total 2140: Psychological











10-2153-430-0-00 REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE
10-2153-520-0-00 INSURANCE-AUDIOLOGY
Total 2153: Audiology
10-2162-330-0-00 PUPIL SERVICES PHYS THERAPY
Total 2162: Physical Therapy
I0-2163-1 14-0-00 TEACHER ASSISTANT S.\LARI
10-2163-116-1-00 COTASAL.\RY
10-2163-330-0-00 PUPIL SERVICE OCCUP THER.
I0-2163-610-O-O0 SUPPLIES -OT
Total 2163: Occupational Therapy
Increase
(Decreaso)




























































TOTAL 2100: SLTPORT SERVICES - STUDENTS
10-2213-240-0-00 TUTTION REIMBURSEMENT
1 0-22 1 3-24 1 -0-00 CONFERENCESAVORKSHOPS
10-2213-580-0-00 TRAVEL







10-2223-731-0-00 ADDTL EQUIP - ALTDIO VISUAL
Total 2223: Audiovisual
Total 2200: SUPPORT SERVICES-INSTRUCTIONAL
10-2311-111-0-00 SALARY SCHOOL BOARD
10-23 1 1 -220-0-00 FICA-SCHOOL BOARD
10-2311-522-0-00 LIABILITY INSURANCE
1 0-23 1 1 -523-0-00 FIDELITY BOND
1 0-23 1 1 -540-0-00 ADVERTISING
10-2311-581-0-00 CONFERENCES
1 0-23 11-81 0-0-00 DLIES &. FEES SCHOOL BOARD
10-231 1-890-0-00 MISCELLANEOUS-Awards
Total 2311: School Board Services




10-2313-810-0-00 DUES & FEES - TREASURER
Total 2313: Treasurer Services
10-2314-310-0-00 ELECTIONS
Total 2314: Election Services
10-2317-330-0-00 AUDIT SCHOOL BOARD
Total 2317: Audit Services
1 0-23 1 8-3 30-0-00 LEGAL SCHOOL BOARD
Total 2318: Legal Services
10-2321-31 1-0-00 S.A.U. ASSESSMENT
Total 2321: Office of the
TOTAL 2300: SUPPORT SERVICES -
Increase
(Decrease)




































































10-2410-21 1-0-00 HEALTH INSURANCE-PRINCIP
10-2410-212-0-00 DENTAL-PRINCIPALS OFFICE
10-2410-213-0-00 LIFE -PRIMC. OFFICE
10-2410-220-0-00 FICA-PRINC OFFICE
10-2410-232-0-00 TEACHERS RETIRE-PRTN OFFICE
10-2410-240-0-00 TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
10-2410-250-0-00 UNEMP COMP - PRIN OFFICE






10-2410-641-0-00 BOOKS AND OTHER PRINT MA
10-2410-650-0-00 SOFTWARE-PRINCIPALS OFFICE
10-2410-810-0-00 DUES & FEES PRINCIPAL
10-2410-890-0-00 MISCELLANEOUS-Awards
Total 2410: Office of the Principal
TOTAL 2400: SUPPORT SERV-SCHOOL ADMIN
10-2620-119-0-00 SALARY CUSTODIAL









10-2620-422-0-00 SNOW PLOWING SERVICES









Total 2620: Operation of Buildings
10-2621-720-0-00 Building Acquisition & Construction
10-2621-735-0-00 REPL EQUIP-MAINT OF BUILDING
Total 2621: Operation of BuUdings
10-2630-610-0-00 SUTPLIES-CARE OF GROUNDS
increase
(Decrease)

























































Total 2630: Care of Grounds
10-2640-430-0-00 REPAIR & MAINT. EQLUPMENT
Total 2640: Care of Equipment




Total 2721 : Regular Transportation
10-2722-519-1-00 TRANSPORT.ATION-SPED ELEM
10-2722-519-2-00 STUDENT TRANSP-OTHER SOU
10-2722-519-3-00 STUDENT TRANSP-SPED HIGH
Total 2722: Special Ed Transportation
10-2725-519-0-00 FIELD TRIPS - CONTRACTED
Total 2725: Field Trips
TOTAL 2700: STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
10-2835-330-0-00 SUPPORT SERVICES - HEALTH
Total 2835: Health Services









Total 2900: Support Services - Other
TOTAL 2900: SUPPORT SERVICES - OTHER
10-4500-720-0-00 Building Acquisition & Construction
Total 4500: Building Acquisition
TOTAL 4500: BUILDING ACQUISITION & CONSTRUCTION
10-511 0-91 0-0-00 PRINCIPAL DEBT SERVICE
Total 5110: Principal































































TOTAL 5100: DEBT SERVICE
10-5221-930-0-00 TRANSFERS TO FOOD SERVICE
Total 522 1 : Transfers to Food Service
10-5251-930-0-00 TRANSFER TO CAPITAL RESERVE
Total 5251: Transfer to Capital Reserve
TOTAL 5200: FUND TRANSFERS
10-5310-930-0-00 TRANSFER TO CHARTER SCHO
Total 5310: Allocation to Charter
TOTAL 5300: LNTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY
TOTAL FUND 10: GENERAL FUND



























Total 2900: Support Services - Other





21-3120-429-0-00 OTHER CLEANING SERVICES
21-3120-330-0-00 CONTRACTED SERVICES FOOD







Total 3120: Food Service Operations
TOTAL FUND 21 - FOOD SERVICE


































REVENUE & TAXATION SUMMARY
WITHOUT WITH PER WITH PER WITH
WARRANTS WARRANTS DRA WARRANTTS DRA WARRANTTS
ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 1 ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED
REVENUE REVENUE REVENUE REVENUE REVENUE REVENUE
FUND 1 - GENERAL FUND 2008-09 2008-09 2008-09 2009-10 2009-10 2010-11
Unreserved Fund Balance $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $30,000
Foundation Aid/Adequate Education Grant 437.599 $437,599 $437,599 $437,599 $503,239 $503,239
FY04 Additional Targeted Aid $0 $0 $0 SO $0
Stale Building Aid 18.991 $18,991 $19,150 $19,150 $19,476 $19,476
Town of Hill $0 $0 $0 SO $0
Insurance Refund 500^ $500 $500 $500 $500 $500
Interest income from General Fund 500 $500 $650 $500 $500 $500
Interest Income from Bond investment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Catastophic Aid $0 $0 $0 $0
E-Rot© Refund 2,200 $2,200 $2,200 $2,200 $2,200 $2,200
Medicaid Reimbursement 14.500 $14,500 $14,600 $14,600 $7,600 $7,600
Other Income $0 $0 $0 $4,346 $0
Trust Funds $3,500 $0
Retirees Insurance Payments 5,100 $5,100 $5,100 $5,100 $5,100 $7,400
Kindergarten Aid $0
TOTAL REVENUE GENERAL FUND $479,390 $479,390 $479,799 $479,649 SM6,461 $570,915
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT $1,282,184 $1,321,844 $1,321,844 31.370.904 51.250.036 $1,183,651
TOTAL FUND 1 APPROPRIATION $1,761,574 $1,801,274 $1,801,274 $1,850,553 $1,793,899 $1,676,431
ESTIMATED ESTIMATED EST. DRA ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED
REVENUE REVENUE REVENUE REVENUE REVENUE REVENUE
FUND 4 - FOOD SERVICE 2008-09 2008-09 2008-09 2009-10 2009-10 2010-11
Dally Sales 313,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000
School Lunch - State 400 400 400 400 400 400
School Lunch - Federal 10,000 10,000 10.000 10,000 10.000 10,000
Interest Income
TOTAL REVENUE FOOD SERVICE FUND $23,400 $23,400 $23,400 $23,400 $23,400 $23,400
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT $15,645 $15,645 $15,645 $16,201 $16,201 310,673
TOTAL FUND 4 APPROPRIATION $39,045 $39,045 $39,045 $39,601 $39,601 $34,073
TOTAL REVENUE $502,790 $502,790 $503,199 $503,049 $569,861 $594,315
State Tax Rate Assessment $237,259 $237,259 3237,958 3256,321 $237,259 $237,958
Local District Assessment $1,060,570 31,100,270 $1,100,270 $1,130,843 SI .026.380 $878,231
Total District Assessment $1,297,829 $1,337,529 $1,338,228 $1,387,164 $1,263,639 31.116.189
1
TOTAL APPROPRIATION $1,800,619 $1,840,319 $1,840,319 $1,890,213 $1,833,500 $1,710,504
Less: ( Revenues) ($502,790) ($502,790) ($503,199) ($503,049) ($569,861 ($594.31 5_)
Net School Appropriation to be Raised by Taxe $1,297,829 $1,337,529 $1,337,120 $1,387,164 $1 ,263,639 $1,116,189
1
1
Town Valuation for Local Education Tax Rate $93,680,284 $93,680,284 $93,680,284 $95,519,488 $111,455,745 $111,455,745
Town Valuation for State Tax Rate $86,790,284 $86,790,284 $86,790,284 $87,933,488 $97,239,188 $97,239,188
1
ESTIMATED ESTIMATED J DRA ESTIMATED DRA ESTIMATED
2008-09 2008-09 1 2008-09 2009-10 2009-10 2010-11
TAX RATE TAX RATE TAX RATE TAX RATE TAX RATE TAX RATE
Estimated Education Local Tax Rate 1 $11.32 $11.74 S11.22 $11.84 S9.52 $7.88
Estimated Education State Tax Rate 1 2.78 $2.78 $2.91 $2.91
1 $2.45 $2.45
ESTIMATED TOTAL EDUCATION TAX RATE $14.10 $14.52 $14.13 $14.75 S1 1.97 $10.33
DKTerence $0.42 -$0.39 $0.62 -$2.78 -$1.64
1
106 TOWN OF HILL
SCHOOL BUDGET FORM
BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1 .Use Lhls form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This
means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the v/arrant. Another copy must be placed on file
with the school cleric, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address below within 20
days after the meeting.
This form was posted with the warrant on (Date): / ^-A //, ^^/u
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign in ink.
Upcer pftnalitGs of perjury, I declare that I have examined the information conlained in this form aptftattie best of my beiiefjt-is true, con-ect and complete.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
j^^f^^
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
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110 TOWN OF HILL
Budget - School District of _ FY 2010-2011
1 2 3 4 5 6












REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
1300-1349 Tuition
1400-1149 Transportation Fees
1500-1599 Earnings on Investments 500 500 500
1 600-1 G99 Food Service Sales 13000 13000 13000
1700-1799 Student Activities
1800-1899 Community Services Activities
1900-1999 Other Local Sources
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX





3260 Child Nutrition 400 400 400
3270 Driver Education
3290-3299 Other State Sources
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4100-4539 Federal Program Grants
4540 Vocational Education
4550 Adult Education
4560 Child Nutrition 10000 10000 10000
4570 Disabilities Programs
4580 Medicaid Distribution 7600 7600 7500
4590-4999 Other Federal Sources (except 4810) 4346
4810 Federal Forest Reserve
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
5110-5139 Sale of Bonds or Notes
5221 Transfer from Food Service-Spec.Rev.Fund
5222 Transfer from Other Special Revenue Funds
5230 Transfer from Capital Project Funds






Budget • School District of ,
2
FV 20 10-20 11_
5
Revised School Board's Budget
WARR. RovsnusB Estimated Commlttee'E
AccL** SOURCE OF REVENUE ART.S Current Yoar R(>v«nu«s E»t. Roveriuea
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES CONT. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
5252 Transfer from Expendable Trust Funds
5253 Transfer from Non-Expendable Trust Funds
S30O-5699 Ottier Financing Sounres
5140 This Section for Calculation of RAM's
(RoimburBement Anticipation Notes) Per RSA
198:20-d for Catestroplilc AW Borrowing
RAN. Revenue Ttiis FY less
RAN. Revenue Last FY
=NETRAN
Supplemental Appropriation (Contra)
Voted From Fund Balance
Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes 27906 OTOO MMO
Total Estimated Revenue & Credits 56819 80973 S09T3
BUDGET SUMMARY**
CumintY,^ School Boarrf5 Bodgat Commitlec'c
Recommondeti Budpe!
Oporjtinp Budget Aoprop-iatiDns RecommondKl (from page 3) laiocoo 1710504 1710504
Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 4) 3500
Individual Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 4)
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 1833500 1710504 1710504
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) 86725 80973 50973
Less: Amount of Stale Education Tax/Grant 503239 503239 503239
Estimated Amount of Local Taxes to be Raised For Education 1243E36 1126292 1126292
Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18:
.
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)
















Grade 8 - 12 Students
Bernard, Kirk
Gonzalez, Emily
Henry, Mikayla
Hildreth, Alexander
Joyce, Shelby
Mclntire, Bailey
Morrill, Makiah
Nixon, Ryan
Perry, Bronson
Plante, Zachary
Porch, Kayleanna
Stone, Mikayla
Grade 9-15 Students
Bradley, Josh
Coolberth, Keriiynn
Cross, Kyle
Foley, Felicia
Gauthier, Mariah
Gitschier, Lisa-Marie
Heath, Ben
Henry, Carter
Jones, Jourdan
Mitchell, Micheal
Nesteruk, Alec
Reed, Tia
St. Onge, Tyler
Streeter, Matthew
Sweeney, Samantha
Barber, Danielle
Beaudet, Zachery
Cedrone, Angelo
Corson, Ashley
Droney, Brendan
Droney, Dustin
Fitts, Amber
Goumillout, Andrew
Henry, Brandon
Jameson, Jacob
Keyser, Myles
Laughy, Siobhan
Lombard, David
Mahurin, Hannah
Morrill, Saydee
Pelletier, Dennis
Perry, Travis
Porch, Danielle
Rousseau, Lauren
Selig, Alexander
Stone, Matthew
Grade 11-16 Students
Bean, Tucker
Cummings, Brianna
Emerson, Haley
Gardner, Ian
Grenier, Nicole
Ingram, Dillon
Jenkinson, Brentt
Laliberte, Kateiyn
McLean, Michael ,
Moses, Tyler
Pickowicz, Brian
Plante, Megan
Smith, Connor
Stone, Michael
Stone, Zachary
Taylor, Dustin
Ball, Miranda
Bartenstein, Daniel
Cedrone, Ashlynn
Cross, Eric
Drake, Kateiyn
Labombard, Lisa
Mclntire, Logan
Reed, Jacob
Rousseau, Nicholas
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